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N.D. Class B
Basketball Pairings

by Warren Halvorson

Basketball mania
When you think about it. it seems
most implausible. It began when a mild
mannered fellow named James Naismith
tacked a peach basket up against a barn
wall and attempted to shoot a round ball
through it·-the basket, not the wall. It
has developed over the years to where
thousands of young men and women all
over the country spend much of their
winters running around in short pants
and sneakers trying to shoot that same
round ball through a basket now
contempori"zed with nylon net, glass
backboard, and iron rims.

Garrison
VS

Mott
Robinson
VS

New Town

It, of course, is basketball, and every
March the round ball tournament madness comes upon us--divesting ordinarily
reserved citizens of their reserve, driving
that harried ~roup of men known as
basketball coaches slightly mad, and,
for young men and women in high school
and college, bringing a time of great fun
and high drama, dreams come true and
blasted hopes.

LaMoure
VS

Rolla
Lakota

Now North Dakotans enjoy their
wild-eyed preoccupation with tournament basketball as much as anyone.
And there are, it is too safe to assert,
enough games to satisfy the most ardent
follower of the sport. This past week, for
example, the major college NCAA
tournament got into full swing and at
UND's fieldhouse, the Sioux won their
NCAA College Division regional tournament; the Class B High School regionals
were held, the eight winners advancing
to this week's state meet in Bismarck;
and the North Dakota Oass A state
tournament unfolded at Fargo.
Despite all the excellent college
tourna mentball available, these days the
Dakota basketball fan finds his interest
most completely engaged by the high
school basketball tournaments. Some 30
team be a n t ,i'
C
,
iltuiday night by James·
town, while about 256 teams began the
Class B district playoffs; 64 teams
battled into the state's eight regionasls
and eight teams have survived for the
big show this weekend at the Bismarck
Civic Center.
The tournaments themselves, no matter what the quality of the play, turns out
to be are a very special time. A holiday
atmosphere especially permeates the
towns that have entrants in the state
meets. It's a time when whole towns
nearly close down while the populace
pack up their cars and journey to Fargo
or Bismarck to watch and hope and cheer
for their local heroes.
In the arenas themselves, over-priced
hot dogs, boxes of pop corn and soft
drinks are consumed with a relish
blissfully unconcerned with the inflated
cost of these condiments of questionable
nutritional value. On t'he court, young
men play their hearts out, coaches plead
for poise and a good shot, and officials
race around in their striped s hirts
blowing (incessantly it seems sometimes) their whistles.
Cheerleaders,
porn porn girls, team mascots are
everywherc--everyone, it seems, has a
uniform, a costume or at least a booster
button proclaiming their in ....olvement in
the tournament and the allegiance to one
team.

People of all ages yell themselves
hoarse, clap their hands into a state of
stinging numbness and, win or lose,
tears, openly shed, are an accepted
reaction.
And even though there can be only
one c hampion, every team has a
chance--every fan can imagine his team
winning it all, every player can see
himself knocking in the winnin~ point
late on Saturday night. For players and
spectators alike, it is a time when, for
just a little while; everything seems
young and possible and full of promise.
And Monday morning, when work and
school begin again, seems such a long
way off and part of a completely
different world.

VS

Minnewaukan

Tournoment ploy
begins Morch 18
Basketball

The shooter Is Norman Fries of
Mott. The photograph Is by Jan
Prchal of the Dickinson Press.

Consistency makes Jamestown a winner
Outside. the last winter storms howled
as a team turned in the most impressive
their defiance in the face of the approach
single performance of the tournament in
of spring while inside, in the fieldhouse
routing defending champion Williston
on the campus of North Dakota State
75-58.
And finally Dickinson, in a
University, the sixty third edition of
slow-moving foul plagued contest plodNorth Dakota's State Class A basketball
ded past Langdon 58.35 in a game that
tournament was played out. And just
was an embarassment to both teams.
after 10:30 last Saturday night, the
So it remained for Friday night to
Jamestown Bluejays emerged from the
provide the only real drama of this State
pack as the champions for 1976 with a
A Classic. In the first semi-final game,
surprisingly easy 60-41 victory over the
Jamestown palyed the wicked witch as
Dickinson Midgets. For Jamestown it
they dashed the Cinderella dreams of St.
was the school's second state title, the
Mary's with a hard earned 58-52
decision.
other coming in 1939, while Dickinson
finished as the bridesmaid for the second
The Bluejays were simply the steadier
year in a row and are still looking for
team for 32 mintues. Trailing 47-42 with
their first basketball crown.
just under six minutes to play, JamesThe Bluejays, under Jerry Meyer, did
town shut out the Saints for almost five
it with consistency--never playing brilminutes, scored 14 points of their own,
liantly and never playing poorly--and in a
a~d were into the championship. The
tournament viewed from the outset as
victory was another team effort for the
very evenly matched, their steady play
Bluejays with Brugman, Mike Larson,
eventually brought them the title.
and super-sub Mike Hill having especially strong games.
From an enthusiasm and attendance
point of view the tournament was a
In the second match up of the evening
success. Some 35,000 people viewed the
Dickinson played probably their finest
three day affair in person.
The
game of this season--especially on
attendance is all the more impressive
defense, and extinguished Fargo North's
when you remember that the opening
title hopes with a 54-45 verdict over the
round had to compete with a March
Spartans. After North had rallied to tie
blizzard for people's attention.
The
the
score at 35 all late in the third
games themselves were not artistic
quarter Dickinson's clutch scoring leadsuccesses, nor, with the exception of
er,
Ron
Lewis, pumped in a· pair of jump
semi-final round, did they bring people
shots to put the Midgets ahead to stay
anywhere close to the edge of their
and in the final stanza North could do
seats.
nothing but be frustrated by Dickinson's
In the opening round. the number one
aggressive play out of their 2-1-2 zone
ranked team in the state, the Grand
defense. The loss left the city of Fargo
Forks Central Redskins, were stunned by
still
thristing for its Class A title since
the St. Mary' s Saints, who came into the
1943.
tourney with a record of 11 -13, but the
Saints, always a tough team by tournaOn Saturday, whe n the trophies are
ment time and healthy for the first time
given out, Williston regained its form
in many weeks, ripped the Reskins
and won the consolation championship
60-50. In the second afternoon game,
with a 60-57 overtime win over Rugby.
Jamestown behind the strong play of a
And Fargo North bounced back with
15 year old six foot five inch sophomore
the.ir second very impressive perfornamed Don Brugman, .moved to a 65-46
mance of the tournament as they
waltz past Northwest Regional champ
stumped St. Mary's 82-70 for third
Rugby.
place.
Thursday night the Fargo North
In the championship encounter,
Spartans got superlative performances
Jamestown again displayed the balance,
from Todd Ballen and Eric Larsen and
poise, patie nce and consistency that

denotes a champion. Dickinson, whose
defense had dismayed Langdon and had
successfully harassed North, found they
could not seriously disrupt the Bluejays
offensive flow.
Ironically, it was a
scrappy, hustiling Jamestown defense in
both zone and man-to-man situations,
that broke down the Midgets offensive
rhythm and swung the tempo of the
game to Jamestown.
For the second night in a row,
Jamestown's steady play led them to two
decisive strings of points. The Bluejays
led 15-11 after one period and were
leading just 20-19 in the second when
they ran off eight straight points and
assumed command at 28-19.
Mike
Larson, Don Brugman and Mark Kiefel
collaborated for those points. Dickinson
climbed back to within seven before
Jamestown netted four points in the last
15 seconds of the half to grap a 36-25
lead at intermission.
After the Midgets claimed the first
four points of the second half, Jamestown delivered the knock out blow
running off seven unanswered points in
building a 14 point lead, 43-29, late in
the third period. The rest of the game
was rather tedious. The major question
now left before the house was who'd win
the school spirit award (Williston
incidentally) as Jamestown quHe obvi~
ously had the ~hampionship trophy in
the bag.
For Jamestown--who lost their starting
center, Pete Anderson, with a broken
arm the day before the Southeast
Regional began--the title had to be a
tribute to the coaching of Jerry Meyer
and to the character, ability and
confidence of the young men who
actually played the game.
We look forward now to the final
chapter of North Dakota High School
basketball for this season, the State
Class B tournament in Bismarck. For
the eight teams there, anything is still
possible while in the Class A ranks it is
''alt hail Jamestown;" which now owns,
in addition to the world's largest buffalo,
the 1976 state basketball championship.

T"'-~

Matters at hand

The

fhis issue of The ONLOOKER brings good news:
*American Natural Gas Company has decided to build
a gasification plant only half the size of that approved
b\ the North Dakota Water ConServation Commission.
· *Gov. Arthur A. Link has recommended that the

ONLOOKER:
Opinions

Water Conservation Commission deny a water use

application from Natural Gas Pipe Line Company for as
many as four gasification plants in Dunn County.
*The Public Service Commission has ruled that a
large transmission line to carry electricty from
Underwood. N.D .. to Delano, Minn., falls under the
,tate's energy conversion and plant siting legislation.
*The Water Conservation Commission has not backed
away from its decision to force the PSC into a lead role
in dealing with energy development matters.
Any of these alone would serve to delay the wholesale
C'<ploitation of the state's coal reserves. This is good
because
every day of delay will make more people
aware of the shortsightedness of an energy policy which
depends on destroying good farm land to support
Arowing energy waste in America. It is good also
because each dav of delav brings the nation nearer the
time when rcnc,~ablc alt~rnative energy sources will be
available on a scale large enough to force cutbacks in
the fos..,il fuel energy industry. (There are articles
ahtlut some of these alternatives in this issue. as well.)
But the thing that is best about all these events is that
they si,gnal the emergence of a state policy which is
consi.:.tcnt and appears to be cohesive as well.
To begin with. the Public Service Commission is the
proper plaee for the state's intitial response to
development requests. The PSC is an elected body,
unlike the Water Conservation Commission, which is
appointed. and therefore should be more responsive to
the people. More important. however, is the PSC's
authority to investigate every aspect of an energy
conversion facility's impact.
The PSC collects an
application fee fr1m each applicant and wi11 use the
money to study impacts of its development. The Water
Commi,;;,;;ion also collects a fee--but it is only S20 while
the PSC levies SSOO for each Sl million of investment to
a maximum of $150,000. One hundred and fifty grand
may not be enough, but it will find more answers than

S20.
Asking the Water Commission to pass on water
permit applications without knowing the full implications of what the water use will mean to the state is
clearly a case of putting the wrong foot forward. It has
to get stepped on. because we won't know where it has
gone. !nstcad. the Water Commission should study the
PSC's procedure on siting applications and determine
whether or not water is available and whether or not the
use suggested is a beneficial one. That is all the law
allows.
There are two more reasons that the PSC should
replace the Water Commission as lead agency in energy
conversion matters. First. the public has become very
tired of going to Water Commission meetings only to be
told that neither air pollution nor reclamation come
within its jurisdiction. Second, the PSC has a long
experience in legal hearings. The water commission
has almost none. Thus. the PSC's staff is much more
expert in recording specific objections which lead to an
action to appro,e or deny an application. This becomes
critically important in a court of law--and we should not
pretend that a state determined to keep its land and sky
and people intact will not be taken to the courts by those
\\-ith other aims.
Both the Water Commission and the State Health
Department, which is the third member of the
legislature's troika responding to coal development,
should follow the PSC and make use of the work that
agency has done.
Any other approach invites
failurc--and failure will almost certainly mean the
consolidation of the three agencies into a Department of
Natural Rc!-.ources. an eventuality which Republican
legislator\ have fought to avoid. Their resistance to the
Water Commission's move out of the spotlight will
make the DNR inevitable.
Another reason to rejoice in the news this week is its
importance to the governor. Many of us who have
fought big coal since it appcare~ in North Dak~ta woul_d
like very much to support Art Link for re-election. Hts
vacillation on energy questions and his apparent
uncertainty about goals for the state have made that
difficult. we·ve made no final decisions, understand,
but we feel a little closer to the governor for his
statements of last week.
"None of what appears above should lead anyone to
think that the struggle to stop the one time harvest of
our plains is over. It certainly is not. There are federal
studies underway which seek to assess how much we'll
stand for. There are plants in operation and others
under construction which appear to violate federal
environmental standards. There are applications
pending. Some energy companies are only waiting in
the wings, ready to appear while our guard is down.

Good news week
But permit yourself a smile. Just two years ago. we
were nervously talking about 30 gasification plants in
North Dakota. Today we are talking about half a
plant--and that one hasn't cleared all the hurdles yet.
No" surely. that's good news.
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The notion's garbage will yield
as much energy as North Dakota's cool

Solid waste recovery

Congressman Robert Drinan,
D., Mass.. and 63 co-sponsors
have introduced legislation to
greatly accelerate the useful
Honest reporting
recycling of and energy recovery
from our nation's garbage. The
bill, H.R. 943 is entitled the Solid
Waste Energy and Resource
Please renew my subscription
Recovery Act of J975.
to The Onlooker. We want you
The recovery of energy from
to know that many of us appresolid waste has been practiced
ciate your honest reporting. It's
for many years and, there are
refreshing to find one paper that
several new recovery methods
will face the issues. Keep up the
which now give trash re-cycling a
good work.
much brighter future. Two have
been proven feasible commerci::, allv.
Ruth Meiers
Ross
·waterwall Incineration, the
burning of garbage to produce
steam for industrial processes or
the generation of electricity. has
...and car-a-mel rols
been used successfully for 20
years in Europe and Japan. The
city of St. Louis, Mo., in
cooperation with Union Electric
Company, has modified this
method by using dried, finely
This letter contains no pontifishredded solid waste as a supplecation. no complaints {you know
ment
to coal used in conventional
my usual), and no real complisteam boilers for electrical genments. for a change.
eration.
This Environmental
This letter contains a nominaProtection Agency (EPA) spontion.
This is in your North
sored project has shown the St.
Dakota Carmel Roll Competition
Louis plant can produce and
{1 always thought that "carmel"
:;:
deliver an amount of prepared
was spelled '"caramel"). I don't
solid waste fuel witb, the Btu
know how you've missed them.
value equivalent to a ton of coal
but you should get right over to
to an electrical generation facil·
any of the A & B Pizza Shops and
ity. and also recover substantial
taste those gooey delights. My
amount
of ferrous metals. The
thesaurus simply docs not contain adequate adjectives to de- } process is competitive economically.
scribe how delicious the carmel
Another new method of solid
(caramel?) rolls from A & B
waste recovery is pyrolysis or the
really are.
Please give my regards to { use of extreme heat in the
absbence ?ftoxygen to decom1_po~de
Marvin Gardens.
gar age m o a gaseous or tqm
:::: fuel.
John M. Smith
·:-:
An EPA demonstration pyrolBismarck
j;:: lysis alant constructed in Baltimore
has proven to be an
Mr. Smith is right~. properly, it
economic success, saving about
is a caramel roll. I don ·1 recall
46,000 gallons of fuel oil a day.
anyone ever pronoucing that
The plant was designed to
second a, however, so it can just
process solid waste for a net cost
as well be left out, eh?
of two cents a ton, by recovering
the resaleable material such as
Editor
metal, and then using the gas
from pyrolysis to produce steam
·::::::::::::::;:::;:::;:::::::;:::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::;:::;:::;:::::::;:::::
for commercial heating.
Research is also moving forward on several ~olid waste
recovery methods which have not
We'd like to make a nominayet been commercially demontion in the carmel roll division:
strated.
the Mott Bakery. It makes not
One process is called fluid bed
only the best carmel rolls in the
combustion, which is the burning
state, but bread as well. (Perhaps
of prepared waste in a preheated
you could consider it for a special
fluid bed of sand and the use of
service award for its bread which
the extremely hot by-product gas
is baked from a special Mott
to run electrical generation turrecipe without · preservatives.
btnes.
A project using this
The carmel rolls are best without
method is presently being tested
a doubt and will surely win sticky
in Menlo Park, Calif. This is a
hands down.
particularly attractive recovery
process because of the greatly
Kevin Carvell
reduced
air emmissions.
Marcie Andre
Extensive laboratory testing is
Fargo
also being carried our on anaero:::;::.;,:.;:;:::;;;:::;:;:;;;:;;::;::::.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:
bic dlgestlon or the biological
decomposition of prepared rubbish into methane gas, carbon
monoxide and solid residue; and
Just got the new Onlooker
hydrogenation or conversion of
today and felt I had to write right
cellulose in wastes into high
away. I'll second the nomination
quality oil through a chemical
of the Tower City Cafe caramel
reaction involving water, carbon
rolls in the NDCRC. Very good
monoxide and a chemical catawhen heated and with butter on
lyst.
top. As regards cheeseburgers, I
Congressman Drinan has said
have to admit that the all time
that by 1980 advanced solid
best I have ever had was not a
waste recovery methods could
North Dakota variety. That
account for up to three percent of
epicurean delight was made by
the nation's projected energy
the Village Grill in Tougaloo,
needs. However, many problems
Mississippi, where southern tra~
must be solved before the country can make full use of solid
dition dictates that a cheesewaste recovery processes.
burger must come standard with
In some cases the most attraclettuce, tomato, pickles, onion
tive methods are at the laboraand mayonnaise.
The Vi11age
tory stage and additional reGrill variety was a half-pounder
search and demonstration work is
that just melts in your mouth.
needed to make them commerciFred Schumacher
ally viable. In other cases
Kindred
environmental problems such as
excessive air emissions exist.

To the editor:

To the editor:

',,.':.1,.),

.

To the editor:

To the editor:

Also, implementation of even the
feasible recovery methods are
extremely complicated and require a multi-disciplinary approach. For example, a certain
recovery method may require a
pre-project agreement for long
term fuel sales to a local industry
in order to give the project
economic feasibility.
Moreover, all of the solid
waste recovery methods require
extremely high initial capital
investments, which poses a difficu:t problem for financially
strapped cities. In other words,
even though a city's leaders
know they will save money with
a solid waste plan in the long rui:i
they do not have the money to
make the intial investment.
The Solid Waste Energy and
Resource Recovery Act of 1975 is
designed to speed up the solving
of these problems.
One provision of the act
establishes a comprehensive
program of technical and management assistance within tbe
EPA to help cities and towns in
planning, implementing, and operating solid waste recovery
methods; and provides direct
grants and loan guarantees for
the construction of recovery fa.
cilities.
Another provision greatly increases funding for research and
evaluation of new technologies as
well as increased funding for the
demonstration of processes already close to commercial viability.
Interestingly. the three percent
of our energy needs figure,
which could be met through solid
waste recovery by I980 coincides
with the federal Northern Great
Plains Resources Program estimate tha.& our region's coal
ocposits. under high profil
development. could supply thre'
to four percent of the nation'.:.
energy needs by 1985.
An accelerated emphasis on
solid waste recovery would make
much more sense as a national
energy alternative than would
strip mining the pristine. prime
agricultural area of the upper
Great Plains.
In the first place, solid waste
recovery deals with the existing
problem of what to do with our
nation's garbage rather than
creating the new problems associated with intensive large scale
strip mining and tndustrial development in the West.
Second, solid waste recovery
constitutes the reuse of already
expended natural resources instead of the consumption of more
natural resources in the form of
strip mined coal, water. and the
pollution of clean air.
Finally, solid waste recovery is
a decentralized alternative of
producing energy close to ~he
consumers while strip minmg
coal in the West is the advancement of a highly centralized.
vulnerable.and inefficient energy
system thousands of miles from
the areas of need.
The Solid Waste Energy and
Resource Recovery Act of 1975 is
awaiting action in the House
Science and Technology Subcommittee on Environment and
Atmosphere. It would be valuable for persons supporting the
bill to write the subcommittee
chairman or their local Congressman urging passage of the act.
Here are the addresses:
Congressman George Brown
Chairman, House Science and
Technology Subcommittee on Environment and Atmosphere,
Washington, D.C., 20515
Congressman Mark Andrews.
2411 Rayburn Office Building,
Washington, D.C., 20515

Marvin Gardens
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Link nixes Natural permit
I

If the North Dakota Water
by Jim Fuglie
Conservation Commtssion were
to vote this week on a water
"We've been trying to work , siting permit and a zoning
permit application submittjd by with the Water Commission on change from Mercer County."
Natural Gas_ Pipeline Co. for
developing- the conditions to be
The man who has locked horns
----1.Q,000 acre teet of ~ater ~ n u -attached to our permit," Rupe with Rupe on several occasions-..,.,,.--ally to be used tn a
al
aid. "That fact was evidently Rick Maixner. New Eng1and,
gas ification pla n t, t~e perm
not discussed at Fargo (where president of the United Plainswould probably be dented.
Link made the statement that he men--was obviously pleased with
A telephone su r vey of the
would seek the support of the the Link statement.
commissioners last week reother commission members in
"This is the beginning of
vealed that Gov. Arthur A. Link,
denying the permit)."
proper leadership on the part of
who said ten days ago he would
Link in his announcement, the governor in the energy
~commend th~ ~mmission rewhich ~aught the entire state by development issue," Maixner
Ject the apphcatton, has t~e
surprise, also suggested that said.
supp?rt to deny Natural its
Natural get together with AmeriMaixner said Link's announceperm1t.
can Natural Gas (ANG) and work ment would probably serve to
Comm!ssi_oners Arlene Wilout a joint venture on the plant draw the Plainsmen organi.zahe lm, D1c~mson, and Arthur ANG is building in Mercer tion--at least unofficially--into the
Lanz. Devtls Lake, ~ ho have
County, a plant for which the Link camp in the 1976 election.
never voted on a ma1or water
company already has a water
"Yes, there was some talk of a
permit application, said they
permit
third party candidate among the
would respect the governor's
•·w~·ve talked about t
people in our group (traditional1y
wishe~ on the matter_. .
Rupe admits. " And we' ve toll! rural Republicans) but of course
Agriculture Comm1ss1oner Mythe governor we' ve talked about there would have been no official
ron Just, an ex-officio member of
it."
involvement in state politics by
the Water Commission, wa~ out
"But you have to remember tbe Plainsmen since
we are
of the country and unavatlab.le
that ANG is not tocked in yet a bipartisan group," Maixner
(or comment. but Just has sat~
either--they still have to get a said.
he will vote to deny the pemut
when it comes up at the next
meeting sometime in April.
Commissioner Richard Gallagher, Mandan, has refused to
commit himself until the time of
the vote.
Commissioner Alvin Kramer,
Minot, said if he had to vote
right now. he would vote to give
Natural the water permit.
Commissioner Gordon Gray,
Valley City, cou Id not be reached
for comment.
With "no" votes from Wilhelm, Just and Lanz, however,
the governor does not need
another vote, since a 3-3 tie
would give him the right to cast
the tie-breaker, and the governor
has said he iU not give atural
its permit now.
The man in the middle, who
can now do nothing but hope for
the best , is Natural's North
Dakota Manager, Charles Rupe
of Bismarck.
Rupe said after the governor's
announcemen t he was "su rprised" by the announcement:
"It doesn't he lp what we're
Arlene Wilhelm
trying to do. that's for sure."

"Let's face it--the one issue in
western North Dakota is coal,"
the UP president said. "Up until
now, Link's position has not been
that different from (Robert) Melland ot (Robert) Reimers, (Republican candidates for governor).
This sets him apart."
The comments of the other
commissioners:
ARLENE WJLHELM:
"It was a veryllogical step in
view of the fact that Natural is
not ready to build.
'' ANG came in here a couple
of years ago looking for water for
four plants.
They came iu
swaggering, and we bowed to
them. Now a couple of years
later, they still aren't ready to
build even half a plant."
"For that reason I think it is
premature for North Dakota to
grant any more permits for
gasification.''

RICHARD GALLAGHER:
"I assume the governor ha!
done a lot of thinking about it.
He at least thought it out before
he sent the letter.
''I don't know if he has enough
support to have the permit
vetoed or not."

ARTHUR LANZ:
" I have no real strong
feelings either way. It does seem
reasonable that we should have
one successful plant built before
we throw the door wide open.
"I would rather embrace the
governor's viewpoint.
"A lot of people are very
concerned about this. I'm not
sure all their complaints have
been valid. but their emotions
have surely run high.
"This looks like it might be the
,;tart of a ' plan for development'."
ALVIN KRAMER:
'' Because of the things they
have done, all the procedures
they have gone through, I feel I'd
have to vote to give them the
permit.
"Of course they still have a lot
to go through--they'd need a
siting P~.rmit and a zoning
change .. .

ANG halves
gas plant
A coal gasification plant
planned for Mercer County will
be built in phases, the American
Natural Gas System has announced. ANG is the parent of
companies which have been
granted a permit to use water
from Lake Sakakawea in the
plant.
ANG President Arthur Seder
of Detroit, Mich., said he hopes
the plant half the size of the one
originally proposed would be
completed by 1981. The second
half of the proposed plant which
was originally designed to produce 250 million cubic feet of
synthetic gas from coal each day,
would be built "sometime subsequent to 1981."
Seder said "a number of
factors, including inflation and

~1::

~;:~~:;e:~o~;o~~:rr:c:i~!
economic impact of the project"
influenced the company's decision.
Construction of the first unit of
the plant would begin in 1977
and would bring 1.600 workers to
the Beulah area at its peak. An
additional 1,000 workers would
have been required if the two
units had been built simultaneously.
Estimated plant and mine
costs for the first phase of the
plant are $600 million, a 40 per
cent reduction from the $1 billion
total plant cost.
ANG's proposed plant has
been the target of a landowners
group in Mercer County which
has sought to convince the
county's zoning board to reject
the company's application for
rezoning of the plant site northwest of Beulah.
The BLM's study is the second
major federal planning effort
scheduled for North Dakota during 1976. The Missouri River
Basin Commission has begun its
Yellowstone River Basin and
Adjacent Coal Lands Level B
Study which will be completed in
January, 1977.
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Speech at New Salem High School: Environmentalism

For sever.al months--ever since The Fargo Forum
identified me as an "ardent environmentaJist"--l've
puzzled over exactly what an environmentalist might be.
Karen Schumann forced the wonls out of me whe n she
asked that I speak to her class of seniors at New Salem
High School on that subject . Since the philosophy of
environmentalism guides many o[ the decisions we
make with The Onlooker, I've decided to share these
thoughts with you.

Mike Jacobs
I come here today to give a lecture . I promise you it
will be a short lecture. It will not be filled with facts
and figures. Now, l know the coal boys have been
here before me and I am sure they filled their talks with
all kinds of facts and figures, some of which are
probably correct. I know the facts and figures as well as
the coal boys do. I have filled a book with them. You
can ask me about them when I'm finished talking.
I haven ' t left the facts and figures out of this speech
because they' re not important. I think facts and figures
are very useful when it comes to making decisions and
to convincing the people of the rightness of them. If the
coal boys have been giving the same talk everywhere
they go, they've stressed that the facts speak for
themselves and that the facts dictate the wisdom of
coal development on the Northern Plains. I don't agree
with that. In fact, I think that is not only wrong
thinking, it is very dangerous thinking. for it leads
rapidly to the exhaustion of our earth and the extinction
of our species. I maintain that survival is the issue in
this debate about coal and our future. Facts and figures
do not guarantee survival. For that you must also have
a philosophy. Facts without philosophy are worthless
even for decision making.
It is philosophy that I want to discuss with you
today--the good and useful philosophy of environmentalism. Environmentalism is a philosophy which offers
guidelines for living and for decision making. Finally, I

think, it offers a chance for survival on Planet Earth.
To be a philosophy, it seems to me, an idea must
address three questions: what is the nature of the
universe and existence, which is man's relationship to it
and how should he behave toward it. The first of these
questions is metaphysical, the second and third ethical
and political. To be of value, a philosophy must answer
these questions consistently. To be useful , it must
answer them in terms we can understand. That is what
I hope to be able to do for you today.
The philosophy of environmentalism answers the
question " what is the nature of the universe'' by
affirming that there is one. Environmentalism thus
starts out optimisticaly. It is oot a philosophy of denial
of being. Second, it asserts that existence is valuable
and to be preferred over non-being. Thus, it is
philsophy of affirmation . . It is not a philosophy of
despair.
Often. environmentalism is attacked as a philosophy
of hopelessness. I do not think that is true. People who
have no hope do not actively fight for the future, they do
not relish the days in which they live. Instead, they
consign themselves to gloom.
But while environmentalism is not a philosophy of
hopelessness, it is also not a philosophy for the
enthusias tic ' promoter of tomorrow, of a better life, or
unlimited weath and human power. This philosophy is
naive because it assumes that we have plenty when
actually the earth is not inexhaustible. Since-human life
on it consumes the earth's resources, environmentalists
recognize the limits to human activity on the planet.
Thus, environmentalism is a philosophy of acceptance
both of the human potential and of the constraints on it.
Environmentalists recognize the interconnectedness
of things. Things are a mosaic of things. This is quite a
scientific idea, despite the mystical sound of it.
Consider this very well known law of science: for everv

action, there is an equal and opposite reaction. This is
a law about the Interconnectedness of things.
Or
consider these rules of thermodynamics. which you also
study in physics: energy can neither be created or
destroyed. It can only be transformed. A second law of
thermodynamics holds that these changes proceed in
such ways as to reduce the total of available energy, not
because the energy is consumed but because it is
•degraded and made less useful by each change in state.
It's capacity to do work is reduced. This is also law
about the interconnectedness of things.
A Jaw is something firm and unyielding. Laws cannot
be made. Instead, they are discovered or freshly
understood . Men do not pass laws. They agree on
rules--rules like don't grow your hair too long or don' t
dump your trash in the street or don't smoke marijuana
or don't fool around with your buddy's lady. These
things go on despite the rules, but laws cannot be
broken. If physics discovers something that contradicts
the apparent laws of science, then our understanding of
the Jaw was defective.
All of this is terribly important to the philosophy of
environmentalism because environmentalists realize
that the second law of thermodynamics dictates that the
universe whose energy is being continually degraded is
heading toward some kind of static state. Physicists call
this state e ntropy. No one would suggest that entropy
is just around the next bend or attempt to calculate its
arrival. Indeed, entropy is an abstract term , but it
represents what to environmentalists is a very concrete
truth--whatever you do has consequences.
This brings us to the second question which a good
and useful philosophy must address: what is man's
relationship to the universe. Clearly he is a part of it
and we have already seen that his actions are important
to it.
contlnued on page 4

PSC
to test
siting law
An electrical transmission line
which would be among the

largest in the state cannot be
built without the approval of the
state's Public Service Commission. The commission issued an
order taking jurisdiction of the
line March 6.

The action is the first under
the state's 1975 Energy Conversion and Transmission Facility
Siting Act which became effective December 23. The decision
means that two Minnesota cooperatives must obtain commi
sion approval for a 400 kilovolt
direct current line from a generating station at Underwood,
N.D .. to Delano, Minn .. which is
near the Twin Cities. This could
delay the project by as much as
eight months.

In its order, the commission
also took jurisdiction of a smaller
230 kilovolt transmission line
which would cross the the Missouri River to join the United
Power Association's existing
generating plant at Stanton with
the Coal Creek plant four miles
south of Underwood. UPA is
building the plant With a partner,
Cooperative Power Association.

A pipeline to carry 15,000 acre
feet of water from the Missouri
River to the plant site each year
is also within its jurisdiction, the
commission ruled.
The PSC exmpted the J.000
megawatt power plant itself from
the siting law, however. Richard
Elkin. who chairs the PSC,
explained that the plant was
demonstrably under construction
by Dec. 23. Other facilities were
not and are thus within the
commission'\ authority.
The cooperatives. which now
say they plan no immediate
appeal from the decision (they

had earlier said an appeal was
likely), must apply to the PSC for
a certificate of site compatibility
for the facilities. An app1ication
fee of SSOO for each $1 million
invested in the projects will be
assessed and a hearing process
begun. The law provides for a
year long decision making period. The commission can declare
an emergency and half the time
allowed for action on the application.
Although the commission took
jurisdiction of the power line, it
stopped short of ordering the
utility to relinquish easements
already granted. Instead, the
commission will route the lines
within all easements acquired
before Dec. 23--if the easements
do not violate facility routing
criteria formulated by the commission.
The cooperatives told the PSC
during hearings on the jurisdictional question that more than 70
per cent of the easements for the
line had been obtained.
The commission's hearings on
the jurisdictional question drew
publicity because members of
several landowner cooperatives
in this state and in Minnesota
appeared to accuse the cooperatives of highhandedness in securing easements. A number of
landowner witnesses are among
those who have refused to grant
the companies easements across
their property.

Coal's
goals
in Congress
A National Coal Association
Release
W ASHINGTON--The coal and
electric utility industries ur_ged
government March 10 to clear
the way for more use of coal to
generate electri~ power so America can become more self.
sufficient in ener~v.
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Dwindling domestic supplies of
oil and gas, and the high cost
and risks of oil imports make it
unwise to depend on these fuels
in new power plants, the two
industry spokesmen said; in fact,
the problems of oil and gas are
likely to switch more energy
demand to electricity. This will,
in turn, allow more oil and gas to
be used in applications to which
they are uniquely suited, such as
the production of jet fuel and
petrochemicals.
Exotic sources such as solar,
geothermal, fusion or wind energy will not be much use for
making electricity in the next
quarter-century, they added.
"If we are to attain a meaningful level of energy selfsufficiency, coal must continue to
be a major fuel for the prodi.iction
of electric power," the EEI-NCA
joint statement said.
EEi is the national association
of investor-owned electric utili·
ties.
NCA is the national
association of commercial coal
producers and allied interests.
Bagge and Cra\\ford said coal
is the nation's most abundant
fossil fuel resource. By 1984,
they said, 781 million tons of
coal a year will be required for
making electric power, almost
twice as much as last year--and
"this assumes the predicted
growth of nuclear power.
If
nuclear power is delayed, they
said, the demard upon coal will
be even greater_.
But there are several obstacle!.
to mining and using more coal,
Crawford and Bagge said. and
most of them require prompt,
sound government action. Failure to take such action, they

said, will "increase the real
threat of a substantial shortage
of coal for existing coal-fired
plants, will make it impossible to
convert oil-fired plants to coal on
a reasonable time schedule, and
will seriously jeopardize the electric utility industry's ability to
serve expanding electric power
demands."
The coal and electric utility
spokesmen called for a broad
government policy to develop
and use U.S. coal resources.
They said it must include these
actions:
*Amending the Clean Air Act
to allow alternative methods and
more reasonable time for meeting ambient air quality standards. The alternatives should
include continuous and noncontinuous pollution abatement
systems, and other choices depending on particular plant sites.
Air quality standards should be
keyed to specific points, not
broad areas.
*No significant change in the
ground rules which allow the
needed supply of coal to be
produced by surface mining with
sound land reclamation.
*Prompt launching of a realis·
tic program for leasing federal
coal lands, and a reasonable way
of furnishing environmental impact statements without undue
delay.
*Review of the mine safety law
to correct overly restrictive rules
which do not contribute to health
and safety; and extensive research on better mining methods.
*Fair government regulation of
the railroads so they are able to
move increasing amounts of coal.
*The right of eminent domain
for coal slurry pipelines.
• A financial climate which will
encourage the S25 billion investment in the coal industry re·
quired by 1985.
*Intensified research and development on advanced techniques for burning coal more
efficiently, and with less pollution.

Still
another
s_
tudy
Still another study of North
Dakota's coal rich West River
Country is planned by a federal
agency.
Representatives of the Bureau
of Land Management, an agency
of the Department of the Interior,
have been meeting with members of Gov. Arthur A Link's
staff and with officials of the
State Planning Department.
The BLM seeks the state's
cooperation in preparation of
"The Western North Dakota
Energy Environmental Impact
Statement" which will "address
potential environmental concerns
of energy development in the
western North Dakota counties of
Oliver, Mercer, Dunn, McLean,
Stark, Morton and Burleigh,"
according to a preliminary statement presented to state officials.
The major purpose of the study
would be "to provide for a
federal-state analysis, under National Environmental Policy -Act
(NEPA) guidelines. from which
plans and decisions can be
made.''
The study would precede leasing of federally owned coal
managed by the BLM.
The preliminary statement
preparation plan lists three
major objectives:
analysis of
pending energy development
proposals "in sufficient detail to
allow decision making"; investigation of the "environmental
suitability of areas for Coal
mining in comparison to competing land uses and values" and
identification of "cumulative impacts of a realistic mix of energy
conversion facilities and coal
dev: lopment levels.''
The BLM anticipates completion of the study. for which it will
seek "the widest possible'' public participation, in about 18
months.

a good and useful philosophy

You might think that t}Jis seems fatalistic and I
,upposc that most environmentalists would agree with
the line from a poem called "Desiderata.'' which you've
probably seen on walls in the homes of your brothers or
sisters who graduated from high school say six to ten
years ago.
The poem was found in a church in
Baltimore and it has been very, very popular with
people who are my age. Whai the poem says is this:
"Whether or not it is clear to you, no doubt the universe
is unfolding as it should." To an environmentalist,
unfolding is the key word here. The universe is not
completed. Instead. it is developing. evolving if you
will. We know where that evolution will lead us. The
laws of physics dictate that. But we do not know the
path nor the sadness and delight which lie along it.
The universe is thus a challenge and not a bore. It is
exciting.
However, I think there is a split among environmentalists on this question of man's relationship to nature or
the universe. A disagreement over this basic point has
lead to many different actions , some of them
contradictory. which have been taken in the name of
environmentalism.

Man an active element
The disagreement is over whether man is an active or
a passive clement in the unfolding of the universe.
Some environmentalists argue that he holds no special
place in creation and ihat heshouldfmerely sit by and let
the good times roll or accept the bad punches. The
person who believes this is likely to drop out, to go to
the wilderness to homestead and to keep himself alive.
He wants to become a spectator and perhaps an
influence but not a moulder of events. He has a very
self-centered concern. I have known several people who
called themselves environmentalists take jobs that
damaged the earth so that they could make money to
book pa$sage to some unpolluted paradise. I even know
a young man who moved to Alaska to get away from the
disrespect for the earth he thought North Dakota
farmers and coal men displayed by their fall tilling and

---

W. Donham C~awford, president of the Edison Electric
Institute, and Carl E. Bagge,
president of the National Coal
Association. said in a joint policy
statement that demand for electricity will continue to increase
and that the utilities must meet
this demand by expanded use of
coal and faster growth of nuclear
power.

their strip mining.
When he got to Alaska, he
discovered a pipe line being built through the
wilderness he had gone st!eking, so he went to work for
the company building it. With the profits of his labor,
he hopes to buy himself a kingdom in the wilderness he
has helped destroy. For his action, he will find himself
with Jess wildlife, Jess clean air, less solitude and more ,
neighbors.
I do not fault those whose perceptions of the world
are different from my own. I do fal!lt those who profess
to believe in and love the earth and who want to live on
it in a gentle way but who do not realize that their
actions help to diminish and corrupt it.
Of courc:.:!, "':Ot all of those who believe that man's role
in nature 1s passive would go to Alaska to build a pipe
line so they could have paradise on a government claim
in the wilderness. Many believe that man's only option
is to accept his fate. Their efforts to do so gracefully
and even reverently are an example to us.
But I thin'lc they have missed an important point or
two. Man is not a passive part of the universe at all. In
fact. he has the capacity to destroy himself in it--and in
so doing perhaps to destroy the only part of the universe
that realizes it existence. · I do not mean this to be a
difficult concept. I am simply saying that we know of
no other intelligent life. So far as we are aware--and
our awareness may be very limited--we are the only
organisms which recognize their existence. We are, as
Blaise Pascal. a French thinker and mathematician
pointed out. thinking reeds. I do not wish to bore you
with too much of Blaise Pascal. but I-think two passages
are relevant here. I'll quote briefly:
"Man is only a reed. the weakest to be found
in nature, but he is a thinking reed. It is not
necessary for the whole of nature to take up
arms to crush him: a puff of smoke, a drop of
water. is enough to kill him. but. even if the
universe should crush him, man would still be
more noble than that which destroys him,
because he knows that he dies and he realizes
the advantage which the universe possesses

over him. The uni\.'erse knows nothings of
this."
Now I have stopped quoting.

I do not a_ccept all of what Pascal says. He would
argue. for example. that man's claim to life is greater
than a butterfly's because man thinks and a butterfly
does not.
I am not sure whether a butterfly
thinks. but I am convinced that he has as much right to
the earth as do I and that he is as important. Who is to
argue that the butterfly may not offer some secret to
survival on the planet or that he may not evolve into
something still mor<; wonderful than he is?
Nevertheless, Pascal is right to maintain that man
knows the power of the universe. I would add that
through man. the universe knows itself. The universe
knows the power it has because man is part of it, and
man knows.
Again Pascal:
"Man'S greatness comes from knowing he is
wretched: a tree does not know it is
wretched."
,
And now. me again.
I do not know whether the tree knows his condition.
However, I believe that man's certain realization gives
him a special place in the order of things.
This
theologians and philosophers have always argued.
Through history, thinkers have assigned men special
tasks as regards other creatures of the earth. From this
came maxims like be kind to animals and woodman
spare that tree. Man has realized that whatever the
capacity for knowledge existing in a dog or a tree, the
dog and the tree can be destroyed atJnan's whim. So it
now appears. can the world which we know.
Modern environmentalism brings that message and
another more profound than. The message harkens
back to that second law of thermodynamics. The uses
we make of energy, which suffuses the universe. which
underlies and is the essence of everything, preclude our
using it in some other way. Things are interconnected.
Things are a mosaic of things.
This means that the plucking of a crocus in late
continued on page S

On Monopoly
The commissioners of Trail
fCounty have vote d to grant
American Crystal Sugar Company of Moorhead, Minn., a 60
per cent exe mption from real
estate taxes for four years. The
company has enjoyed a 100 per
cent tax exemption for five years.
The exemptions are permitted
under state law but must be
approved by the State Board of
Equalization before they are
final.
Basin Electric Power Cooperative has finalized a S19.2 million
loan from the federal Rural
Electrification Administration to
complete financing the 440
megawatt addition to its Leland
Olds generating station at Stanton, N.D. Total cost of the unit is
S211.34 million. The bulk of
Basin's financing is in federal
loan funds.
A manufacturer of plumbing
equipment, the Crane Co. , has
apparently failed to head off a
merger of Anaconda Copper
Company. of which it owns
almost 19 per cent of the stock,
with Tenneco, Inc. Crane had
sought to acquire 23 per cent of
the Anaconda stock but allowed
its offer to lapse when only 18.7
per cent of the stock had been
secured.
Crane will vote its
share against a proposed merger
of Anaconda with Tenneco, a
diversified energy and agriculture company with coal interests
in North Oakota and Montana.

No secret meetings: Olson

Pittston Company and Consolidation Coal Company, a subsidiary of Continental Oil Company, have reduced the price of
high quality coal to Japan by two
per cent. Both firms said they
expect to export more American
coal to the Japanese iron and
steel industries this year than
last. The price for a ton of coal
for export to Japan is now about
S48--a pretax profit margin of $20
per ton, according to the Wall
Street Journal.
Illinois's Commerce Commission has denied a Burlington
Northern Railroad request for a
15 per cent commuter fare rate
increase , but the railroad said it
will appeal.
An organization representing
the chamb,rs of commerce of 41
western N'ebraska communities
has asked that state's governor
to investigate whether Basin
Electric Cooperative's proposed
Laramie River electrical genera ing plant in Wyoming might use
more than Wyoming's share of
the water available in the. North
Platte River drainage. The U.S.
Supreme Court has divided the
water between the states with
Nebraska getting 75 per cent and
Wyoming 25 per cent. Basin's
plant at Wheatland would use
water from the Laramie River
which is tributary to the North
Platte.

Marvin Gardens

Solar energy efforts
The government of Niger in
Africa has established a Solar
Energy Office in an effort to stem
the destruction of the nation's
forests.
The Solar Energy Office, called
Onersol , wi11 open the nation's
firs t solar energy plant in two
mootho, IIC<lO<diae, to a. . . , _
pondent for Reuters. The plant
will provide electrical power for
homes and will pump water for
irrigation.
The government agency has
also developed a solar water
less
he ater which is
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expensive than conventional electrical heaters.
In addition to its \Olar energy
facilities, the governn\ent is constructing a 16 megawatt electrical power station to be fueled by
coal. The plant will supply most
of the country's electricity demaads-·which heretofore have
been met by importation of oil to
be burned in generating plants.
The se projects, government
officials hope , will help reverse
the widespread destruction of
trees--210.000 acres of which are
cut each year.

The North Dakota attorney
general has ruled that meetings
of pubJic bodies at which the
public's business is conducted
must be open to the public.
In an opinion requested by
State Rep. Myron Atkinson,
Bismarck Republican, Attorney
General Allen I. Olson said that
"the fact that no formal action is
taken at a gathering of a public
body does not exempt such
gathering from the open meeting
law if matters of concern to the
board in the context of its duties
and responsibilities to the public
are deliberated at such a gather·
ing."
Olson added, "The spirit of
the open meeting law requires
that members of public govern·
ing bodies do not contrive artificial settings whereby the open
meeting law may be circumvented."
However, the attorney general
ruled that public offcials are not
forbidden from discussing public
business in informal circumstances.
"We would not and could not
conclude that every gathering at
which two or more members of a
public board are present is
prohibited by the open meeting
statute. Indeed such a conclu·
sion might well impinge on the
constitutional rights of such indivijluals ... Casual comments of a
business nature by two or more
members of a public body among
one another at such a gathering
are not prohibited by the open
meeting law. ' '
Olson added that members of a
board who are absent from a
meeting have " a right to be
informed about what has trans·
pired. ' ' He suggested that the
board's business be broken down
into past, present and future
actions. "Those actions that are
past and presumably concluded
are proper matters for briefing
and information purposes. Those
matters that are presently before
the board or which may be before
the board in the future, would be

delayed for any type of discussion until such board meetings in
formal, open session.''
Olson's ruling, offered March
6, was in response to prodding
by newsmen who objected to an
informal gathering of the North
Dakota Water Conservation
Commission at the home of Gov.
Arthur A. Link, its chairman.
Comments by Commissioner
Arlene Wilhelm at a meeting
after the gathering made clear
that business had been discussed
at the governor's home, to which
no newsmen had been invited.
Neither had newsmen been informed of the meetina.
Television reporter Dennis
Newman of KFYR Television in
Bismarck reported the occurence
of the meeting and Atkinson
asked for the attorney general's
opinion.
Newsmen in North Dakota
have been struggling for a broad
interpretation of the state's open
meeting law for several years.
Journalists have argued that
Section 44.04.19 of the North
Dakota Century Code prohibits
closed meetings. That section
r e ads, " Exce pt as otherwise
specifically provided by law, all
meetings of public or governmental bodies, boards, bureaus,
commissions or agencies of the
state or political subdivision of
the state. or organizations or
agencies supported in whole or in
part by public funds. or expending public funds, shall be open to
the public. "
That statute was passed in
1957.
In 1974, North Dakota voters
strengthened the open meeting
law by adopting Article 92 of the
state constitution. The article,
which became effective July 1,
1975, provides hat " unless
otherwise provided by law, all
meetings of public or governmental bodies. boards, bureaus,
commissions or agencies of the
state or any political subdivjsion
of the state, or organizations or
agencies supported in whole or in

part by public funds. or expend·
ing public funds, shall be open to
the public."
The attorney general's ruling
noted that some exceptions to the
open meeting law do exist in the
state's statutes but he could find
none applying to the Water
Conservation Commission and
noted, "We thus necessarily
conclude that private meetings of
the Water Commission or other
public or governmental bodies
are not permissable except where
specifically permitted by law.''
The flap about informal meetings of the Water Commission
surprised some reporters who
noted that the commission has
met at the governor's home for
supper or breakfast during regular meeting times throughout
Gov. Link's tenure in office.
If the attorney general's ruling
does not end the meetings, it
should end the conduct of business at them, however.
Link' s reponse to the controversy was a denial that the
gathering at his home was a
meeting. He called it "an
informal social gatherin.g by
members of the State Water
Commission" and said it "in no
way violated either the spirit or
the intent of North Dakota's open
meeting law."
' ' A Bismarck reporter misinterpreted the gathering to the
public," Link said.

Correction
Grace Link 's passage to Egypt
was. paid by her husband Art, the
governor of North Dakota. Onlooker 4 reported that Mrs. Link
would travel at state expense.
That information was provided
by the st te's Business and
Industrial Development Department.

Brief

Rep. Michael Unbjem of
Jamestown. the state's youngest
legislator will seek re·election. So
will Rep.
Corliss Musblk of
Mandan. Unhjem is a Republican, Mushik a Democrat.

------------- for survival and the celebration of life

March relates to events m the universe, perhaps
because some bird is denied food and because of that
some fox is hungry and starves and cannot reproduce
and rabbits. which were rare when the flower was
picked, became more numerous and eat more of the
farmer's crop so he makes less money and lives less
well and someone somewhere goes hungry and perhaps
dieS. Things are connected.
I do not ask that you reflect on the consequences of
each flower you pick in jubilation that spring has at last
come to our prairie. I ask that you know that your
actions have consequences. Put poison in the water and
fish die. Put poison in the air and crops grow more
poorly and people can't breathe as well. Some of them
die. Strip mine a wheat field and you grow less wheat.
Actions have consequences. Drive your car too fast and
use more gasoline--and the world runs out of oil a little
more quickly.
Don't slow down because the
government says you have to do so. That is only a rule.
Rules can be broken.
Slow down because using
gasoline means the world will run out soon. That is the
law. Laws cannot be broken.
So far, we have considered the nature of the universe
and man's relationship to it. There is one more
question that environme ntalism must answer to be
called a good and useful philosophy. That is an ethical
and political question. It is how should men behave.
I have already suggested that individual people
should behave as if their actions had meaning. The
same is true for states and nations. Indeed, in a
crowded and complex society like ours, the environment
can ne ver be protected unless the people and
institutions which govern us recognize the consequences
of the things they do.
I submit that they do poorly. Neither the corporate
system, which we have been taught to revere, nor the
communist system, which we have learned to fear, acts
in ways responsible to the e nvironment.
The American system of corporate capitalism-·and I
distinguish this from the American dream of individual
free e nterprise . a dream which is largely forgotte n--is

depleting the earth. It must do so because it treats land
and air and water as commodities to be <exploited not as
exhausible resources to be husbanded for the future.
Our profit system demands bigness at the expense of
air, water, land and people. It disobeys the laws of the
universe--and expects to survive.
The communist system operates on much the same
principal--maximize profit in economic units, whether
dollars or pounds or rubles, from the exploitation of
labor and resources. The communist system pretends
to distribute the profits a little more fairly. Often.
communist states do this at the expense of human
freedom, like my right to stand here and talk to you or
to go Jtome and produce a newspaper, which is how I
making my living. For the communist, at least those in
power throughout the world right now, the proper
response to an unfolding universe seems to be the
denial of its pote ntial and the regime ntation of its
people.
As I said, neither economic system has solved the
basic problem facing human beings-·and other life as
well--in these last years of the twentieth century. The
question is how can man live with the earth in such a
way that both can survive.
Should he live in mass
societies or in tribes and villages? Should be allowed a
maximum of individual freedom or has overcrowding
and. pollution made freedome obsolete?
Our generation is challenged to find answers . It
seems to me that we Americans bear an especially large
s hare of this responsiblity. We are the ones who have
prompted the world to lavish and self-destructive living.
We are also the people who taught the world the
meaning of political freedom and the human potential.
Now we must strive to realize it-·in the spirit in which
our nation was founded.
In an excellent poem called '' America was Promises,' ' Archibald Mcle is h sugge sts that Americans
sought to build libe rty ··a farm yard wide. " To a large
extent, this has happened on the Northern Plains. Men
on the prairie became self-reliant because they had to

be, but they learned to trust one another because living
alone is so hard. A spirit of community, of individual
action in meaningful groups, developed on the Northern
Plains. l submit that this is what the world needs most:
to learn what can't do alone he should seek help from
his neighbor.
He should know that the huge
conglomerate that strip mines the earth to give him
tools which use the fuel that the earth is short of is
doing him no favors--and that it is ruining the future.
This is the greatest crime:·the desecration of the
future. The injustice and the wrong of our own day are
intolerable, but to violate the future--that must be
unthjnkable. The future is a trust. To betray it is to
betray life on earth and to deny the potential of the
unfolding univers.e.
The environmentalists is one who affirms life but
finds it survival terribly uncertain. He tries to do
something to make survival more likely. These things
are fundamental to an environmentalist: that there is
value to life and that it should be preserved in all its
richness and excitement, that every action has
consequences, that things are a mosaic of things.

Things are a mosaic of things
An Indian chief named Seattle put this very well. He
said,
"This we know. The earth does not belong to
man; man belongs to the earth. This we know.
All things are connected like the blood which
unites one family. All things are connected .
Whatever befalls the earth befalls the sons of
earth. Man did not weave the web of life; he is
merely a strand in it. Whatever he does to the
web. he does to himself. "
That, it seems to me, is a good and useful
philosophy--env+ronme ntaJism--very briefly stated.
I am an environmentalist because I believe in the land
and I believe in people and I believe they are connected.
I value this and I celebrate this. As an e nvironmentalis t , I wa nt to work for a life all me n might
celebrate --tomorrow as well as this afternoon.

Health Deportment: large and wealthy
A Boston, Massachusetts,
doctor has been named to head
North Dakota's State Department
of Health. For the state, the
appointment--made by Gov. Arthur A. Link in early March-means the end of a 14 month

search for a successor to Dr.
James Amos, who resigned in
December, 1974. For the appointee, Dr. Jonathan B. Weisbuch, it means a $45,000 a year
job as ,hief administrative and
policy officer for one of the

state's largest agencies.
Only two state departments,
Social Services and Highway,
employ more people thanHealth.
If the payroll at the State
Hospital, whose director reports
to the Health Department, is
added. only Highway employs
more people. Several state
institutions, including the State
Hospital, the Grafton State
School and several colleges and
universities have larger payrolls.
Each month, a total of 177
people draw checks from the
Health Department. Ten of them
are paid more than S20,000 per
year.
Health is a very rich department. Its total budget for the
1975 through 1977 biennium is
SI0.206.312. Of that, more than
75 per cent--S7,888,594 is in
federal monies. The state's
general
fund
contributes
$2.317,718.
Only five state departments
receive larger appropriations
from the state's general fund.
Institutions such as colleges and
hospitals, have been omitted
from this comparison. · The
Highway Department. whose
budget is a third of the state's
total outlay, is financed through
dedicated tax monies and not
through the general fund.

The Health Department's
share of federal money filtering
into the state is also very
large--fifth among state agencies.
The department which spends
this money is among the most
varied in state government. The
Department's Bienniel Report,
issued in December, 1975, listed
54 programs which are administered by the Health Department.
These range from keeping records of births, deaths and
diseases to monitoring air pollution and include:
Planning for health facilities,
educational and informational
services, a public health laboratory, vital statistics, control of
certain diseases including cardiovascular disease. tuberculosis
and venereal disease, dental
health, family planning, maternal
and child health care, nutrition
programs. the public health
nursing program. home health
services, e mergency health and
medical services, a review of the
medicare services and facilities
of hospitals, nursing homes,
home health agencies and laboratories. nursing home certification, community mental health
and retardation facilities, noise
control, radiation control, occupational health regulation, air
pollution control, trace element
evaluation, promotion of safety
and prevention of accidents,
environmental sanitation, public
water supply, water pollution
control, solid waste disposal
program, programs in alcoholism
and drug abuse, and the State
Hospital at Jamestown, which
e mploys more than 600 persons.
The department's varied programs are divided among three
sections, environmental control,
public health and mental health
and retardation and 19 divisions
or offices.
continued on page 1 2
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The State Health Council
William T. Powers, its chairman. a Grand Forks doctor and
the one of two representatives of
the North Dakota Medical Association. His term expires July 1,
1976.
Emil Wieland, the vice chairman and one of two representatives of the North Dakota Hospital Association.
He is from
Jamestown. His term expires
July J. 1977.
Harvey C. Hanson, Grand
Forks, the Hospital Association's
second member.
His term
expires July I, 1976.

P. Roy Gregware, Bismarck. a
doctor and the Medical Association's second representative on
the council. His term expires
July l, 1977.

Maralyn Salting, a registered
nurse who represents the North
Dakota Nurses Association.
From Jamestown, her term expires July 1. 1978.

E.F. Biel, a Dickinson dentist,
who represents the North Dakota
Dental Association.
His term
expires July l, 1976.

Joyce Conrad , a Bismarck
journalist who represents civic
interests. Her term expires July
1, 1976.

Al Doerr, Bismarck, the North
Dakota Pharmaceutical Association's representative. His term
expires July 1, 1976.

Daphna Nygaard of Jamestown. a representative of civic
interests. Her term expires July
I. 1977.

Neil D. Cummings. an optometrist from Valley City.
He
represents the North Dakota Optometric Association. His term
expires July I. 1976.

Bernice Palmer, another Bismarck journalist representing civic interests. Her term expires
July I. 1978.

The North Dakota Department of Health
STATE HEALTH COU~CIL
Dtviston of
Health Planning
Edward L, SypnJeskl

STATE HEALTH OFFICER

EXECUTIVE OFFICER
W, Van Heuvelen

ADVISORY BOARDS
blJc Health:
North Dakota Indian Affairs Commission
State Board of tmbalmers
State Board of I:xamlners for Nursing Home Adm.
State Medical Center Advisory CoW\cU
State Retirement Board

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
Fiscal Offlce
Beverly N. Solberg

---

Peraonnel OUlc.41

•ntal Health:
State CoordtnatlmJ Committee on Mental Retardation

omoe

of Health Statlstlcs
Richard W. Blair
Division of Vital Records
Elna D. Kavonlus

nvlronmental Control:
Air Pollution Control Advisory Council
Certlflcatlon of Water Dlstrtbutlon and Waste Water
Systems Operators AdVlsory Council
Utt.le Mlssourt River Commtuton
North Dakota Natun,.l Re1ources Council
North Dakota Weather Modlflcatlon Board
Stat~ Boi,,rd or Water Well Contn,.ctors
State Outdoor Recreation Agency
State Plumbing Board
State Water Pollution Control Board

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
W. Van Heuvelen, Chief

O ffice Manager
Marl.an B. Sypnleskl

MENTAL HEALT.ji AND RETARDATION
Hubert A. Carbone, M.O., Director
Samlh A. lsmtr, Assistant Director

PUBLIC HI:lu.TH

Division of
Environmental Engtneertng
Gene A. Chr:lst1anson

Division of
Dental Health
John K, Peterson, D.D.S,

Division of
Alcohollsm and Drug Abuse
Richard D. Elefson

Division of
Environmental Sanltatlon
and food Protection
Kenneth W. Tardif

Division of
Disease Control
Kenneth Mosser

Division of
Community Mental Health Programs
Samlh A. hmlr

Division of
Solid \Maste Management

Division of
Emergency Health Services
Robert P. rretse

Division of
Communlty Men01 Retardation Pgms.
Carl Rodlund

Divl1ton of
Health I:ducatlon
Bemardtne Cervlnskl

Division of
Water Supply and Pollution Gontrnl
Norman L. Peterson

State H~pltal
Hubert A, Carbone. M .D.,
Superintendent
Henry A. Lahaug,
Administrator

Division of
Health rac111tles
Joe Pratschner

Chief or Medical Staff

Division of
Maternal and Child He&lth
thertne P. rttzpatrtck, M .D.

Division of
Ulboratorles
C. P~tton. Steele

Dtvl•lon of
Nursing
Inna A. Block

Canmuntty Mental Health and
Retordatton Centers
Memortal MH & RC, Mandan
North Centl'l!.l MH & RC, Minot
- - Northeast MH & RC, Grand forl::a
Southcentn,.l MH & RC, Jamestown
Southeast MH & RC, fargo
Badlands Human Service Center,Dlckinso
Northwest Human Service CenterWUIJston

I

:-------------;- - ~-------,--- -------;
District Health Units
Custer District, Mandan

Cttr Health De?ortmeots
Blsma,ck

~r~s;
Oevlls Lake
Southwestem District, Dick inson
Upper Missouri District, WUllston

~::~ Forks
Valley City

~:!:tin~~~=.

County-City H!..!l!h....Y.n.
Stutsman-Janiestown

County Health Unlts
:7i:t~h
~;:l~d
Cass
Steele
Grand forks
Tralll
~~9:,-:elson ·"'llsh

American Avocet

What's wildlife good for?
The pictures on these pages are of rc..'iidents of the
North Dakota wetlands. Even in the coldest winters.
some of these birds and animab. can be found in the

two million acres of natural wetland\ remaining in
North Dakota. By mid·April, now only a month away,
our sloughs and marshes and prairie potholes will
team with this wildlife. Each year, for example, the
state produces more than three million ducks.
Except for the ducks and the deer, which are
hunted , and the fox. a predator, and the blackbirds.
which feed on field crops, none of these crca1ures are
ue

be able to assign a dollar value to their diets. but this
would not measure wildlife's true value.
So what i!i. wildlife good for? This is a question to
ponder during National Wildlife Week.
I sought
some answer\ from Rus!t Stuart, North Dakota's Game
and Fish Commissioner. and Jim Gritman. who is area
manager for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. We
agreed that:
Wildlife are valuable for a whole gamut of human
uses. Some people want to kill wildlife. Some use
wildlife as subjects for art, including paintings.
photographs and books. How many pictures would be
less attractive if they didn' t include a mountain goat or
a mallard? How many novels would not have been
written were it not for the wolf or the bear? How many
poems celebrate the lark or the eagle?
Wildlife arc valuable because they contribute to the
possibilities of the future. The buffalo, which was
nearly extinct less than a century ago, has contributed
his genes to the production of a strain of beef animal
that surpasses the domestic cow in hardiness and
rate of gain, as well as in efficiency of conversion of
grass to meat. The buffalo may have offered mankind
a path to survival.

. This po.ss!bility is even greater in the plant
kmgdom. which man has barely exploited. Virtually
all of our food grains come from three or four grasses
a~d these have been developed from only a handful of
wlid species.
Wildlife arc valuable because they occupy a place in
t_he cn_vironmcnt. Every environment supports
something.
Destroy an environment for certain
species and others will inhabit it. Poison m a stream
may kill aquatic lifc--but stimualte production of
salmonella. The inner citv ma\· not be ideal habitat for
human beings. but it is Cxcclient for the rommon rat
who is an immigrant to this continent from Europe. '
Wildlife arc valuable for science. Through them
' biologist\ gain understanding about natural systems
and man 's place in them,
But these arc largely self-centered concerns. They
argue that wildlife is valuable because they benefit
man.
Wildlife is valuable because through it, the frontiers
of existence are expanded. The world would be less
without the garter snake and the avocet, just as the
state would be less without its wetlands.

Mike Jacobs
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Places you have to look for--

The prai
The 1976 Wildlife Week theme, "Save our
Wetlands." calls attention to a national problem. It is
particularly appropriate to North Dakota in the heart of
the Prairie pothole country.
This year's Wildlife Week poster shows a mallard
duck and her young gliding across a marshy area.
This brood is part of what we save when we protect
wetlands.

Wetlands make up some of the most productive
wildlife habitat on earth. Waterfowl and other wild
animals must have them to survive. Their steady loss
nationwide has been a major factor in the lengthening
list of threatened and endangered species.
As the nation observes its Bicentennial, wildlife
conservationists observe that half the 127 million acres
of wetlands that once existed in the '"lower 48" states
have already been destroyed.
North Dakota originally had about three million
acres of wetlands. Some 1 million acres of wetlands
remain according to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. About one to five per cent of these arc bei.ng
drained each year. That's 20-100.000 acres each year.
The proble m is that some developer,;; regard them as
wastelands to be drained. filled or 'improved' with
buildings. They have been bulldozed. paved over.
used for dumps. burned and flooded.
On the positive side. however. some J2 million acrc!i.
have been set aside nationally in the federal refuge
.,,·stem for all kinds of wildlife. This includes 226,000
a~rcs in North Dakota.
Some 1.371.000 acres also have been acquired in the
northern prairie region a!> Waterfowl Production
Arca..,. The federal government purchased 194,000 of
these acres in North Dakota and has acquired
ca-,cmcnts on 740.000 acres. Under the easement, the
landowner retains his land but agrees not to drain.
hurn. level or fill the pothole,.

Short-eared owl
Photographs by Ed Bry
N.D. Game and Fish Department

A red fox cub
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he nation's. 2 million hunters have contributed a
at deal to this effort. Their purchase of duck
mps and hunting liscenses and the revenue from

ise taxes on sporting arms and ammunition have
ped the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and state
dlife agencies to set aside lands for wildlife habitat.
he Federal Wetlands Acquisition Program. ficed by Duck Stamps, is considered one of the most
toric and significant programs in the nation's uphill
le to insure wildlife resources for future generans.
Hunters provide some SJ I million in revenue
rough their Duck Stamp purchases each year. Since
e stamps first went on sale in 1934, over $163 million
s been collected.
The North Dakota Wildlife Federation as its
cntennial project recently launched a fund-raising
art to save some of the state·s remaining wildlife
bitat, including wetlands.

early every locality has some type of wetland
rby. Wetland areas include the prairie potholes,
er bottomlands, farm ponds. lak es, streams,
rshcs and coastal estuaries.
Wildlife Week is a good time to take stock of the
tlands in our areas, and learn whether thev ate
tected or in danger of being destroyed.If
catencd. we should help find ways to save them.
Wetlands not only provide wildlife habitat, but also
harge ground water, reduce the severity of floods
acting a~ \mall reservoirs and aid in the natural
rification or our water supplies by acting as
>logical filters.

Western grebe

Bernice Palmer

White-tailed deer

American bittern
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Water and life~lndians claim both
"I can't talk about life without
ialking about food. I can't talk
about food without talking about
land and I can't talk about land
without talking about
water

Without water, there would be
no life.''
That's Carl Whitman, Jr., of
New Town speaking.
He is
executive d irector of the indllstrial development division of

the Three Affiliated Tribes at
Fort Berthold Reservation.
He told a state water conference in Fargo in mid-February
that "The Indian knew what he

could and could not do. He knew
what he could take without disrupting the environment.''

·'The Missouri River is a
grandfather which provideP for
his children and served their
~piritual needs." he said.
"My anscestors developed a
Jifostylc which permitted the

10

Coming up
Land use

that any diversion or use of such
tribal ":atcrs shall be at their own
risk."
Whitman sited existing treaties and decisions of the U.S.
Supreme Court to support his
position.
Treaties must be
interpreted as they were understood at the time of signing, he
said. Doubtful expressions must
be interpreted in favor of the
Indians and the treaties themselves must be construed to favor
Indian signer~.

North Dakota State Univ~sity
will conduct a series of land use
conferences throughout the state
in March..
The meetings, to consider
development of land use policy
as well as existing policy, will be
held at Devils Lake March 15.
Minot March lb, Williston March
17. Dickinson, March t8, Fargo
March 19, Jamestown March 22.
Mandan, March 2J and Grand
Forks March 24. Your county
agent can tell you the place and
time of each conference.

"1 appear before you not to
take anything that is not ours."
Whitman said.
"But we are
ready to counter every effort to
steal our water.
Legally and
morally. it is our water."

Whitman pointed out that
Tribal Councils at several Northern Plains reservations, including
Fort Berthold, have passed resoIndian to Jive on this continent
lutions laying formal. legal claim
for thousands of years."
to waters which originate on, or
The life of the Fort Berthold
pass by. under. or around or
Reservation was disrupted by
through Indian lands.
construction of the Garrison Dam
The tribes have cited a 1907
which has "dcstrovcd our comU.S. Supreme Court case which
munitv structure ·and changed ~
enunciated the Winters Doctrine
our lfvcs. We ha\e not fully
IO support their claims.
In that
recovered from that disaster...
decision, which involved the Milk
River Drai nage of northern MonAll that was Just part of the
tana. the court declared that
mc\sage which Whitman brought
American
Indians have a "prior
to the confcrcn<.:e.
and paramount right" to waters
on their reservations.
The rest was no Jess clear:
"We paid dearly for that
This issue is expec1ally critical
water. That water is ours. The to North Dakota because both
law of the river sa.,.·s that. We Oahe Reservoir and Garrison
were here first. The law of the Reservoir cover some Indian
land has declared dnd your lands.
courts have sustained that· we
Whitman said his people "will
Indians have prior and para- resist and take every legal step
moun1 rights to the waler ...
necessary to halt or delay any
Whitman added. "It i!-. -;df allncations of our water.·~
The Indians will do this, he
evident that any major diversion
for any purp.ose would constitute -;aid, "with the hope that our
an e ncroachment upon Indian white brother will learn to curb
water rights. All federal agents. his wayward and expensive habagencies, states, private parties its."
Whitman said the industrial
or organizations arc put on notice

Nurses' Act

society which white men have
developed in North America is
''wading into an epidemic of
curses. In 500 years. vou have
dissipated the land's resources.
The honeymoon is about over.
The true test of your economic
ingenuity lies ahead."
"I wonder if we can even see
the horizon which is the theme of
your bicentennial. I wonder if we
can seriously sing America the
Beautiful.,.
Whitman said he recognized
the " illusion" of well being
" hich industrial society creates
drivjn.~ to Fargo from cw Town.
a <listan of 250 miles.
· It's easy to see why you feel
smug.·· he said. · 'The machine
liberates you from constraints.
This illusion obliterates even the

The Nurse Practices Act,
which is to be reviewed by the
1977 Legislature, will be the
subject of hearings in nine North
Dakota cities in late March. The
act governs actions of registered
and licensed practical nurses.
Proposed change~ in the act
Carl Whitman, Jr. include allowing the State Board
of Nursing authority to regulate
re-entry into the profes~ion after
concern over water.
But the an absence of five years or more.
hypnotic spell of the car really to determine the competency of
shattered that illusion. Without individual nurses before reissuwater, there is no car."
ing annual licenses and to reWhitman bemoaned the pass- quire continuing education in
ing of a day when whites ~nd nursing for recertification.
Indians in the state could mutHearings are to be held at tht>
ually discuss their common proh- Federal Building in Minot Man..·h
lems. "Your understanding and 17. at the Federal Land Bank
concern for minorities has been Building in Williston March 18.
almost obliterated.'' he said. the First National Bank in Dick"The glitter of monev from inson March J9, the Artclare
outside interests" has blinded Motel, Devils Lake March 23. the
you. You have acted as if we Univcrsitv Center at Grand Forks
don·t have a damn thing to say March 24, St. Luke's Hospital.
about the future ...
Fargo. March 25, Jamestown
Hospital March 26 and State
But he said. "Civilized man is Highway Building. Bismarck.
proceding to destroy itself.
I March 29.
can't shake the belief that this is
the las1 chance. No group of
people can exist for long if it is
dependent on exhaustible reA committee of Congress. the
sources. It is inevitable and you American Indian Policy Review
have to address that fact.·• •
Commission, will hold hearings
in Fort Yates March 17, a
Wednesday. to obtain "a com.
munity based perspective on
policy changes or assistance that
Indian
interests consider
necessary to the future of Indian
Jim Fuglie people." Testimony will be
Ano Boyum says he doesn't taken from officials and repreobject to farmers getting water-- sentatives of Indian tribes. or·
it's the fringe areas that bother ganizations and private agencies
as well as federal and state
him.
"I have no quarrel with send- officials. The Fort Yates hearing
ing water to farm families, ·' he begins at 9 a.m. and runs to 5
says. "It's the subdivisions that p.m. at the Sioux Tribal Council
use up large amounts of farm Meeting Hall.
land--and that's really not a very
good use for our land."
High density rural areas, Boyum says, present problems with
The Legislative Council's
policing, fire protection. and-- Committee on Judiciary A will
what is becoming a major prob- meet March 29 and 30 · in Room
lem--more students to bus to G-1 of the Capitol. The agenda
school.
includes proposed changes in the
An example of that problem is state's election laws, including
in the Mandan School District, statutes on ba11ots, election supwhich will have to bus 100 more plies, voting machines. absentee
students to school next year, ballots, campaign contributions
despite the fact that enrollment and disclosure. financial interest
is expected to remain about the disclosure, corrupt practi<.'es.
same or even decline.
nominations and primary elecThe solution to the problem, tions. Sen. S.F. Hoffner. Esboth men agree. is county zoning mond Democrat. is committee
and planning.
chairman.

Indian policy

Rural water--a dream nearing reality
The dream of treated water for
rural communities, much like
that of electricity in the 1940"s, is
fast becoming reality in North
Dakota.
Rural water systems bringing
clean, treated water to farm
homes. to many. the first running water ever. are mushrooming across the state. becoming a
boon to farmers and a bane to
cities.
Twenty-six such systems. with
thousands of miles of pipeline,
will soon traverse the state
bringing water for homes and
fields.
Ten of the systems are already
in operation. with 3.JOO miles of
pipeline carrying water to not
only farms but small towns and
rural subdivisions.
Federally financed, the rural
systems have already taken S32
million from the Farmers Home
Administration. $28.5 million of
that in loam, and SJ.S million in
grants.

By 1980. all 26 of the systems
--and possibly morc--will be carrying water from lakes and rivers
into the countryside. Some of
these systems arc alread\' half
done. half are almost completed.
The state president of the
North Dakota Rural Water Users.
Clark Kronquist of Gilby in
Grand Forks County, says rural
water systems \Viii never serve
every single farm home and
community in North Dakota,
mainly because of low density
populations in western North
Dakota, but they'll serve a Jot.

by

It all started with a cooperative
venture in Grand Forks County,
the Grand Forks-Traill Water
Users. in 1969. That was the
first and is now the biggest rural
water system in the state, serving I.JOO users from 500 miles of
pipeline, taking water from the
Red River.
'But a larger one is planned
just south of the Grand Forks
area, in Cass County.
That
system. when it goes "on the
line,·' will serve 2400 users in
rural Cass County. The project is
so large that financing cannot be
obtained for the entire system, so
it is being built in three phases.
Another cooperative head ~
quartered in Mandan, Missouri
West Water Systems Cooperative. already has signed up 1,000
members in four countie'1., and is
anticipating another 1.000 before
the project is completed.
That system has a water use
permit from the North Dakota
Water Commission for a thousand acre feet of water per year.
And the Mandan venture has
another distinction--it is the sccond in the state to have its
water treated b) a large plant in
3 city. paying as much as a

And with that rural system will
grow rural subdivisions of land, a
development which bothers the
state's cities and their official
organization. the North Dakota
League of Cities.
League president Arne Boyum,
Bismarck, thinks the rural water
system will hurt the cities--encourage urban sprawl and industrial development away from the
city centers.
"The League's position is that
we don't want to see the demise
of the cities."
Boyum .says
'' Rural water systems speed the
move of people out of the cities
And our city services need a
broad population base to exist."
Water Users' president Kronquist agrees that the systems can
encourage people to move from
the cities into rural a,reas to some
degree. but he won' t say his
systems are completely responsible for a problem which is
evident around many cities-small housing development situated where wheat and barley
once grew.

"I grant that we're making it
easier--and the cities do have
problems," Kronquist said. "But
~~:~~~
dollars a year for you ha\'e to rcmeber tha~ there
Following in the footsteps of a • are a lot of small towns which are
similar system in Ward Coun~. :~~~Ja~te:!rou~a:yste~, ~:::
the Mandan -based co-op wtll b t
,.
g
take water from the Mandan City
e ore.
reservoir after it is treated 3.t the
Kronquist admits the co-ops
city treatment plant--up to a could probably not exist without
million gallons a day in ten picking up the high-density
years, officials of the organiza- fringe areas around the state's
tion say.
large cities.

;~!~~-"

Judiciary A

"'We'd like to sec county
zoning strengthened. ' ' Boyum
says. "This would really help
the cities and counties plan their
growth. Those that already have
zoning laws should take moves to
strengthen them."

Resources

The Legislative Council's
Committee on Natural Resources
will meet April 5 and b in Room
G-1 of the Capitol.
Among
agenda items: consideration of
"Zoning and planning boards proposed revisions in the state· s
are the key," says Kronquist. water law. consideration of a
"We want to deliver water to constitutional amendment allowpeople who need it. It's up to ing leasing of state-owned school
the zoning people to decide who lands for non-agricultural uses
is going to be living there."
and a review of tentative drafts
That solution will llpparently of legislation encouraging the
be tried in Morton County. As use of alternative energy sourcMandan and Missouri West near es.
Rep. Art Bunker, Fargo
contin ued on page 1 2 Republican, is chairman of the
committee.

Interior Secretary is a native North Dakotan, but he doesn't live here any more

r

A closer look at Tom Kleppe
These things you've heard
about Thomas Savid Kleppe are
true:
He was born at Kintyre in
Emmons County. North Dakota.
He did manage a small town
bank at age 21. He did make a
fortune in Bismarck, first in the
Gold Seal Company, later as an
investment broker for Dain, Kalman and Quail. He was mayor of
Bismarck. He was twice elected
to the United States Congress,
but twice defeated in races for
the U.S. Senate.
North Dakotans rejected his
second bid for tn~ Senate, in
1970. Instead, they elected

leasing oil off the nation's sea
coasts. Before the end of 1975,
the Secretary announced that oil
off New Jerse)! and California
would be developed. Environmentalists in both states--aided
by the governors--have gone to
court.

0

At a press conference in
Fargo, N.D., in February, 1976,
Kleppe said the department
would lease its oil holdings in the
Gulf of Alaska.
Kleppe's announcement--at a
water conference in his home
state--caught North Dakota reporters off guard. They had
expected some pronouncement
about coal or water. None were
prepared with questions about
Alaskan oil.
Some politely
created questions for the occasion. Others insisted on pursuing other areas, like Garrison
Diversion and western coal development.

Quentin N. Burdick by a margin

of 51.523 votes. Sixty two per
cent of the ballots were marked
for Burdick. Observers blamed
Kleppe's lavish spending--and
his use of imported talent, some
of which has been fined for
violations of campaign laws in
other states--for his loss.
Richard Nixon, who regarded
the generally liberal Quentin
Burdick as an enemy, had urged
Kleppe to run for the Senate and
found a place for him in the
Republican administration.
Kleppe moved to Washington
where he became administrator
of the Small Business Administration.
At the same time, Kleppe
moved his horses and his official
residence to Tennessee, where he
loves to drive a harness horse
down a dirt road. His love for
horses dates to his days on the
North Dakota rodeo circuit and
his ability with them has been
described as very great indeed.

In 1975, Gerald Ford began
searching for a man to replace
former Wyoming Governor Stanley Hathaway, whose grueling
confirmation hearing and six
controverisal weeks in office left
him broken.
The President needed someone
with Republic8n credentials,
someone with administrative experience. someone from the
West and someone with an
environmental record. The first
criteria would satisfy his own
party, the second most Democrats. The third would please
westerners, whose region is
largely owned by agencies administered by the Interior Department. The last would avoid
the attacks which environmentalists brought against Hathaway.
Kleppe satisfied all of these
criteria, so he got the job.
Ford also needed someone to
move the federal government's
program for development of
Northern Plains coal off dead
center.
Kleppe, with extensive business contacts throughout the
Northern Plains, could do that
too.
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The Secretary insisted that any
development will take place
"within the constraints of protecting the environment." In a
speech to a Lincoln Day Republican fund raiser at Bismarck, he
said the Clean Air Act amendments can make development of
western coal difficult and perhaps might prevent it entirely.

They found the secretary less
than consistent.
For example, he told a Fargo
news conference that he knew of
no alternatives to the Souris Loop
of the Garrison Diversion Project--a facet of the project which
has brought objections from the
Canadian government which
fears pollution of its streams
from irrigation return flow. He
said the problem was being
studied.
Twenty four hours later, the
secretary told Bismarck newsmen
that the Apele Creek Irrigation
Project in Burleigh and Emmons
Counties--a project now in study
stages--could be an alternative to
the Souris Loop.
A month later, he assured
Minot's Mayor Chester Reiten, a
prominent North Dakota Republican that "The Department of
Interior is giving its full support''
to retention of the Souris Loop as
part of the Garrison Diversion
Project.

''The Department ot Intenor
serves as guardian for some of
the most beautiful and most
valuable natural resources of this
nation and carries out the Government's trust ob1igations to
American Indians,' ' he intoned.
His message, printed and
distributed by the Department
continued, "The North Dakota
farmboy in me says there is a lot
of land to protect, and protecting
it is an important. It appears that
the rate of growth of consumption of resources in this country
has reached a new high and at
the very time we are coming to a
new recognition of the necessity
to preserve the quality of our
natural living environment.

"We must strike a delicate
balance between resource use
and resource protection, and
keep in mind that the economic
penalty for an error in the
direction of overprotection can
always be corrected, while the
damage from resource abuse
may be irreparable."
Kleppe acted swiftly Jo permit
industry's access to the nation's
minerals and natural resources.
Before he was sworn in, he
joined acting Secretary Ken Fritzell to urge an end to the
moratorium of on leasing of
federal lands for coal. When he
became Secretary, he lifted the
moratorium while directing the
department to draft regulations
for leasing and strip mining
minerals on federal lands.

Environmentalists were dismayed. "I think the fact that we
can find out so very little about
him is a very sad commentary, "
Charles Clausen of the Sierra
Club said.
"We are very
disappointed that the President
hasn't selected someone with a
" Clearly we are going to have
much more distinguished record
to rnakC economic sacrifices if
in this field .''
_
The states, he said, would
our
heirs are to enjoy the quality
But they had no ammunition.
have no veto power over develTheir fellows in North Dakota of life we want for them. At the opment of lands in their states.
same time, if succeeding generacould provide none.
tions are to enjoy other aspects of The national interest wouldn't
lndian tribes sought informapermit that. But if a state' s strip
tion about the new secretary's that quality of life, we will need mining reclamation regulations
access to minerals and other
disposition toward their probwere
as strict as those of the
natural resources that are neceslems. As Interior Secretary, he
sary ingredients to our way of life federal government, then those
would direct the Bureau of Indian
and have contributed so much to could apply to the federal lands
Affairs.
But there was no
make America a prosperous Na- being stripped.
damaging material there, either.
tion and provide our people a
Nor did Kleppe waste time
So Kleppe was confirmed.
high standard of living.
deliberating on the question of

Kleppe said that the U.S.
would keep its treaty obligations
not to pollute Canadian waters-but he suggested that two projects in Canada might degrade
American waters in Montana. ''I
only hope that the International
Joint Commission expands its
study to the Poplar River and
Flathead Lake situations in Montana." He suggested a trade off.
At Fargo, Kleppe told newsmen that former Interior Secretary Rogers C.B. Morton's goal
to increase coal production in the
West by five times before 1985
was "sti11 operative from what I
know of the President's thinking. ''
A day later he told newsmen at
Bismarck, "I haven't heard of
that before.·'
''We can' t sit and say development Rnd environment are mutually exclusive. North Dakota
will be obliged to produce more
than its share of energy just as
the states along the continental
shelf will,"Kleppe said. ··The
national interest is involved. "
Kleppe denied that he has
attempted to pre-empt Congress
by preparing regulations for
control of strip mining on federal
lands. "Congress has had 34
years to pass a strip mining bill
and hasn't passed one that is
acceptable," he said. President
Ford has vetoed two bills in two
years. A third is in Congress
now.
Any new law would supercede
Interior's r e gulations, Kleppe
said.

0 1{ we can' t reclaim the land
and keep the air clean, we're
going to have to take another
look at western coal," he said.
Kleppe insists that coal and
offshore oil are the answer to
what he believes is a "crisis
gap" in energy. He told the
Christian Science Monitor that
conservatiori cannot "give us
energy independence"~ He told
a Bismarck. news conference his
department is not involved in
efforts to promote energy conservation.
At Fargo he said
alternative energy sources are
too far in the future to aid the
move to energy independence.
Still, Kleppe claims to be
concerned for the environment.
He told the state water conterei\ce in Fargo, "We have not
made one decision yet that does
not take into consideration the
need to preserve and protect the
environment. Many, many en·
vironmental objections have been
accepted along .(he way in our
planning of projects.
We've
altered and dropped projects
where legitimate environmental
concerns were raised.''
Ctitics of the Secretary, including consumer advocate Ralph
Nader have argued that he is an
'' acceptable to and approved by
the oil and gas industry, the coal
industry and the lumber industry."

Kleppe said he'd never heard
of the charge. "l disagree
terribly," he insisted at Bismarck.
But environmentalists have
pointed to Kleppe's sponsorship
of a $100 a head fund raiser for
an Arizona Congressman who is
one of the Dirty Dozen identified
by Environmental Action, Inc.,
which called the congressman's
record "atrocious."
Several hundred representatives of the coal, oil, gas and
utility industries attended the
party, held in early February for
Rep. Sam Steiger.
George Alderson of Friends of
the Earth noted, " This suggests
that Kleppe is basicaJly in agreement with Steiger's reactionary
views on environmental issues
and it could forecast some
fundamental shifts in departmental attitudes."
Environmentalists, quoting
Kleppe's pleas for balance, have
noted that the secretary bas
approved development of huge
tracts of land off shore for oil
drilling and lifted a moratorium
on leasing of federal coal--but
has done little to preserve natural areas.
Kleppe did something to rectify that reputation in mid-March
when he recommended that 26. 7
miles of North Carolina's New
River be included in the nation's
Wild and Scenic Rivers Program.
That precludes construction of
two dams , which a southern
utility, had sought on the river.
Kleppe's tenure of office has
been brief, just five months. But
the fast riding former North
Dakotan--who has also made a
hole in one at golf and a 300
game at bowling--is an object of
controversy.

Mike Jacobs
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S254,000 to the city of New
Town to stimulate long range
economic growth and create jobs
in Mountrail County. The mon~y
will be used to help pave streets
in a neighborhood of low income
Indian families, according to
Wilmer 0. Mizell. assistant secretary of the Economic Development Administration which
granted the funds.
SJ60.648 to 14 groups under
the Local Initiatives Program
(LIP) of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. The
money has been divided thus:
*$11.022 to the Northwest
State Company of Fargo, a
non-profit theatre organization,
which will perform plays written
by North Dakota authors, employing three persons;
•$13.519 to the North Dakota
State. Fair, Minot. which will
rcnova1c 4-H buildings and construct recreation areas and campground\. employing five people;

*$16.956 for the city of Lidgerwood to renovate part of the City
Hall and an adjacent building for
use as youth and senior citizens
center facilities. employing five
persons;
*Sll ,261 to the Walsh County
Historical Society. Minto, to
employ three persons to improve
the Minto Museum building,
display building. country school
house and old jail;

Health--con't
The department itself is administered by a State Health
Council appointed by the governor.
He chooses two of the
members from a list of four
submitted by the State Hospital
Association, two from a list of
four submitted by the State
Medical Association, one from a
list of two submitted by the State
Dental Association, one from two
names submitted by the State
Nurses Association. one from a
list of two names submitted by
the State Pharmaceutical Association and three "lay persons
with broad civic interests representing varied segments of the
population.··
The council is charged with
establishing rules and regula·
tions for the department and its
agencies and "ma:)-' direct the
state health officer to do or cause
to be done any or all of the things
which may be required in the
proper performance of the various duties placed upon the State
Department of Health.''
The Health Officer, who must
be a physician with experience or
special training in public health
administration has broad administrative powers over the department.
That position has been vacent
since Amos' resignation became

•sJ.732 to the Prairie Community Design Center of Fargo, a
non-profit organization formed in
1973 to provide architectural,
planning, and graphic design
assistance to community nonprofit organizations and individuals who cannot otherwise obtain these services, to employ a
coordinator to expand the center's services to a greater numher of communities;
•ss. 724 to the United Tribes of
North Dakota Development Corporation, Bismarck. to expand
the American Indian Curricula
Development Program by displaying Indian artifacts, games,
crafts. art and music in a mobile
van to schools in central North
Dakota to employ two people;
•s 1.546 to the Logan County
Historical Society, Napoleon, to
make repairs to existing museum
buildings and restore antique
equipment, employing four persons;

*S29,303 to Prairie Stage, a
non-profit theatre organization at
North Dakota State University in
Fargo. to expand the theatre
program from the summer tent
programs to year-round performances in as many communities
as possible. employing 10 persons;
*SS,242 to the Rolla Recreation
Area, city of Rolla, to further
develop a 160-acre park with a
campground, nine-hole golf
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$44.637 to the Quad County
Community Action Agency of
Grand Forks for community action programming. including low
income housing winterization
projects, in Grand Forks. Pem·
bina, Walsh and Nelson Counties.
The money is from the
state's Community Action Agen-

*$12.042 to the Grand ForksHistorical Society Museum, for
labor costs to construct a new
historical museum and remodel
two existing buildings and
grounds:

cy.

*S6,272 to the city of Goodrich,

Revenue
sharing
funds

to employ a five-person crew to
rebuild a tennis court, paint
buildings, and prepare a center
for senior citizens;

SSOO to the All Stars .4-H Club
of Hettinger County for an oral
history of ttegent and $300 to the

Sheridan County 4-H Youth

declining

•st.923 to the Carneige Bookmobile Library, Grafton, to employ six senior citizens to travel
with the bookmobile- to schools to
demonstrate wood carving. musket loading. tatting. rug JJraiding, weaving. spinning, and
other pioneer skills for display;

Adult Council for a wildlife
enhancement project.
Both
grants are from the Readers
Digest Foundation.

Revenue sharing funds avail·
able to North Dakota and her
sub-divisions have fallen to about

FHA money
The Farmers Home Administration made available more
than SJOO million for developmenl of rural areas in North
Dakota in 1975, according to
FHA director Joseph J. Schneider. Farmers Home is a major
credit agency of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and makes
Joans in four areas; farm programs, housing, corntlkinity facil·
ities and business and industry.

*S5,625 to the "Young at
Heart" Senior Citizens Club of
Christine, to employ eight workers to renovate the community
hall which will be used for youth,
homemakers and cultural groups,
and which also contains the
community fire department and
town council offices;
*SJJ,481 for labor CO?;ts for the
compilation of photographs of
natural and architectural landmarks alld other sites unique to
each town or city in North
Dakota. the photos to be given to
each county in the form of murals
and a copy of all photographs
given to the State Historical
Society, employing nine individuals recommended by several
statewide and regional groups
including the state's Bicentennial
Commission.

Highway fu l)ds
The North Dakota Highway
Department
has
available
SIS0.000 in federal funds for
grants to private and nonprofit
org;anizations to promote tram•portation for the elderly and
handicapped. The money must
be used to buy such transportation hardware as buses and
power wheelchair lifts.

40 per cent of the level in 1972,
when the program began. The
state's share of federal revenue
sharing funds has declined from

S22 million in fiscal 1972 to S14.8
million in fiscal 1977, according
to Dennis Frederickson who directs the Office of Revenue
Sharing for North Dakota. That
pushes the state from third to
24th rank among states in per
capita revenue sharing payments. Frederickson blamed a
decrease in the state's "general
tax effort'' for the falling share of
the federal funds.
Per capita income in the state
rose rapidly with high farm
prices but the state's tax collec•
tion did not changc--thu'i the
decrease in the tax effort which
is used to calculate the state's
share of the federal money. Lloyd
Omdahl. who directs the state
department of accounts and purchases said federal pressure to
conform to deadlines results in
" lots of money wasted."

Health's highest paid employes
The 10 Health Department
employes who earn more than
S20,000 per year:
Willis Van Heuvelan, the executive officer, S34.416.
John K . Peterson, director of
the division of mental health,

SJl,212.
Catherine Fitzpatrick, director
of the division of maternal and
child health, S29,725.
engineer and joined the Department in 1947.
With Weisbuch's appointment,
Van Heuvelan will return to his
position as executive officer.
Weisbuch, who is 38, is currently director of Health Services
for the Massachusetts Department of Corrections. He is a
graduate of New York University's School of Medicine and has
taught medicine in Massachusetts and Kentucky and practiced
in Washington and Kentucky.
Gov. Link said he was especially pleased to name Weisbuch
to the position because he has
"extensive experience in public
health and research and active
participation in environmentally
related fields."
The Bostonian was one of SO
persons interviewed for the position.

Samih H. Ismir, assistant dfrector f mental health and
retardation and director of the
community health program,
$25,068.
Charles Patton Steele , director

of the public health laboratory,
SZJ,868.

Joseph Pratschner, director of
the division of health facilities.
$23,868.

Norman Peterson, 3irector of
the division of water supply and
pollution control. S23,292.
Gene A Christianson. director
of environmental engineering.

S23,292.
Kenneth Mosser, director of
the division of disease control,
S21.132.
Arthur A. Gustafson. director
of the department's Grand Forks
laboratory, S20,626.

Rural water systems-con't
an intitial cost of about $4,000.
They don't pay it back all at
once, of course.
The debt
retirement is built into the
monthly water bill each month
and will be paid off at the end of
40 years.

agreement on a contract for
water·-at a rate of 61 cents per
thousand gallons of water--the
city has slapped an amendment
onto the contract that says
Mandan will restrain Missouri
West from giving water to any
new housing development or
industrial water user within 15
miles of the city limits.

So Missouri West is seeking to
convince the Mandan lawmakers
to let the county zoning and
planning commission take over
the job of planning for the
county. The city, after all, has
legal jurisdiction only for one
mile around the city, Missouri
West s~s.
Missouri West, by the way has
big plans.
The co-op hopes
someday to provide water to the
city ·of Dickinson, 100 miles
away. Dickinson is plagued with

Missouri West can't sign that
contract because FHA will not
aJlow a rural water system to
discriminate against potential
customers.
And FHA is the only agency
which will finance the systems at
an attractive ratc--five per cent
over a 40 year period.

water supply problems and is
presently increasing the size of
its reservoir, Patterson Lake, to
handle the city's problem until

1985.
Officials in Dickinson have
been keeping a watchful eye on
Missouri West, and they continue to watch as the system's
pipeline spreads west, through
the towns of Flasher, Almont and
New Salem. who are already
members of the cooperative.
And although North Dakota
rural water systems are still in
their infancy, compared to other
states--Kansas has been in the
business for nearly 20 years and
now has some 140 systems
operating--their growth here
since 1969 is indicative of a trend
which will surely continue.

effective Dec. 31. 1974. W. Van
Those rates a11ow each cusHeuvelan, the department's extomer to join the cooperative at
ecutive officer and director of the
The Health Department has
division of environmental control, been the object of some controhas been acting health officer versy because of its involvement
since January, 1975. He is a civil with environmental regulation.
Several bills offered in the 1975
Legislative session would have
If you subscribed to the ONLOOKER during the 1975 Legislature,
stripped the department of these
functions.
All of them were
your subscription hos expired. Renew ....Still only $10 Americon
defeated.
Van Heuvelarf said he thinks of
::::
the department as an imporMoil to,
tant part ot the troika aproach to
environmenal control and pointed
Mike Jacobs
out that his department's con::::
cern with the environment pre·
Box 351
dates establishment of the feder1.i
Name •..•.......•...••......••••..••.••••••...............•...•••.............•.. i!(!
aJ Environmenal Protection Agency.
Mandan
He said the Department's
success both in environmental
North Dakota
control and in public health is
::::
difficult to measure because it is
58554
largely "preve ntive " and "we
N
'..\.~:.
can·t measure something that
::::
..:.
Weisbuch didn't happen.''
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A silhouetted tree in Morton County

Maybe you didn't know
The official papers of Wiliam L. Guy's 12 years as
governor of North Dakota are now available for study at
the University of North Dakota, according to Dan
Rylance, archivist at UND's Chester Fritz Library.
The papers cover the years 1961 through 1972 and fill
223 large manuscript boxes. The re are about 1,0CX>
papers in each box, Rylance said, and the library has
just completed a folder-by-folder index.

Guy's papers are among ~everal collections in the
Orin G. Libby Manuscripts Collection. However, no
papers have been preserved from the three administrations preceding Guy's--those of Fred Aandahl, C.
Norman Brunsdale and John E. Davis.
Rylance, who also is a member of the state House of
Representatives. credits Guy for "taking seriously the
issue of public ownership of official papers." Guy has
directed that they be made available to anyone
interested in .researching the period, he said.
Rylance also is negotiating with the former governor
to expand upon the 12-year written record by offering
some insights and interpretations through an "oral
history" program.
The archivist said University
researchers would first go though the papers carefully
and then submit follow-up questions to Guy for his
tape-recorded comments.
Gov. Arthur A. Link has made no decision yet
regarding his official papers, according to Rylance, but
the archivist expects that Link will want to place his
records in the planned state Heritage Center.
"That will be a valuable collection, "Rylance said,
because ''the governor has saved all of his legislative"
papers as well as his papers from his two years in
Congress and the governorship years. But portions of
the papers would be available on a Joan basis to
students and others at the universities."
Guy now is director of the 10 state Western
Governors Regional Energy Policy Office headquartered
in Denver.

appointed
Eldon Schriner, chairman of
North Dakota State University's
Department of Sociology, to be
associate director of the North
Dakota Institute for Regional
Studies and director of the
institute's Center for Social Research. The center will accept
funding from organizations interested in social research. Its
creation is in response to the
increasing need and demand for
expanded social science research
in North Dakota largely based on
coal and water development,
Schriner said.

Edsel L. Boe, formerly with
the North Dakota Cooperative
Ex.tension Service, to be coordinator of American Natural Gas
Company's program to assist
Mercer County residents in planning for a coal gasification
project which the company plans
near Beulah.
Boe was area
development agent at Langdon
during the Anti Ballistic Missile
boom there.

Allan Chandler Young, chairman of the North Dakota Republican
Party and a Devils Lake
Shiela Miedema of Litchville to
coordinate and plan future acti- businessman, to the Denver
vities of the North Dakota Legis- Regional Panel of the President's
lative Council's Fort Union Coal Commission on White House
Fellowships.
Conference.

Brickmakers
strike plant
at Hebron
HEBRON--A strike against
the Hebron Brick Company
here has entered its third week
·· but both sides agree an end
may be in sight.
Federal mediator Donovan
Mayne of Minneapolis will arrive in Hebron Wednesday to
meet with representative of the
striking Union, Local 901 of the
United Brick and Clay Work:
ers, and with management of
the company.
Basic issues in the strike are
wages and length of contract.
The union wants a one year
contract but "We're not interested in that," Company President Gene Cheever said. Instead, the company wants a
two year contract. Said Cheever, "We don't like going
through this every year,"
Union President Ron Fischer
said labor wants t he one year
contract to meet increases in
the cost of living.
Fischer said the union has
asked for across the board
wage increases of 58 cents per
hour. That would bring the
hourly wage of an employe
who has been with the company
more than two years to $4.
The company has countered
with an offer of 18 cents an hour
wage increase beginning March
1 and a six cent wage boost
Sept. 1. 1976. During the
serond year of the contract,
wages would rise 18 cents
March 1 and six additional
cl'nt~ Sept. 1 under the company's proposal. That would
bring the hourly wage of a
union brick maker to $3.90 by
March I. 1978.
The union's proposal would
bring a un.ion brickmaker
$8,320 yearly; The Company's
proposal $8,112. The current
yearly salary is $7,113.60.
This wage scale applies to all
Hebron Brick Company employees with more than two
years service to the company.
According to Cheever, this
includes 80 per cent of company
employees.

So they say
'' If the state wants answers to aU the questions about
development before it begins, then we might as well
forget it.·•
State Sen. Robert Stroup at the State Officers Summit
Conference
The energy boom town in the western United States is
apt to be a bad place to live. It's apt to be a bad place
to do business.
John GIimor e, senior research econom ist, Denver
Research Institute, In Science Magazine
"The duty of bringing man into compliance with
nature's Jaw is not to be taken lightly. You are told to go
out and track down the polluter and bring back his hide
to tack upon the wall back of the attorney general's
desk. It sounds like an easy way to fame and glory,
doesn't it? Ask some of your experienced brethren.
They will tell you it's a tough job to skin out them thar
polluters. They will fight, scratch, claw and wiggle
free ."
U.S. dJstrlct Judge Miles Lord to a commJttee of state
attorney generals
We Americans are still in a witch hunt stage in
energy matters. Our energy companies--utilities and
international oil companies--are constant targets of vote
seeking congressmen, newspapers, academics and
conservationists. Yet ironically, these firms are
probably the one hope we have for energy survival
during the next 15 years. Whatever their faults, they
have supplied the U.S. economy, and the world, with
energy efficiently and at bargain prices for half a
century. They are huge, they are ubiquitous, and OPEC
has eliminated much of the bargain they delivered
earlier. A few oil company executives behave abroad in
a ham-handed fashion. Yet integrated oil companies do
not earn monopoly profits and they still provide the
world with energy more effectively and cheaply than
government entities anywhere. We should not let
outraged indignation drive us to acts of self-mutiliation.
A.J. Meyer, associate director of the Center for Middle
Eastern Studles, Harvard University
to the National Association or Petroleum Investment
Analysts

The new target prices and loan rates for grains are a
pittance and an insult to North Dakota farmers. A loan
price of SI .50 per bushel on wheat is ridiculous at a time
when it costs at least S4 to raise a bushel of wheat. This
action indicates that farmers were right when they said
they couldn't rely on Washington any longer and must
take their own action to protect themselves and control
their own destiny.
Myron Just,
North Dakota Commissioner of Agriculture

An abandoned form ...
victim of high costs
and low prices

AGRICULTURE

Rail rate petition
North Dakota's Wheat Commission and her Public
Service Commission have asked the Interstate Commerce Commission to institute a flat rate of Sl.46 per
hundred pounds of wheat shipped west to Pacific Coast
ports by rail.
In a joint brief, the commissions argued that the
present inverse rate structure penalizes North Da~ota

producers because those in the west pay more to ship a
bushel of wheat west than those in eastern North
Dakota pay.
Implementation of a flat rate of St.46 per cwt would

result in rate reductions of three per cent at Devils
Lake, seven pe r cent at Mandan and 15 per cent at
Minot. but in no reduction in westbound rates from
easte rn North Dakota points.
Robert Tosterud. director of the Upper Great Plains
Transportation Institute at North Dakota State University, which developed the flat rate proposal, argued that
such rates would strengthen the market for North
Dakota wheat in countrie:. dependent on West Coast
shipping.
Existing railroad freight rates have been the object of
repeated petitions to the ICC by the North Dakota
Wheat Commission and the PSC.
The railroads
continue to favor the inverse rate structure.

Federal grain inspection
The North Dakota Wheat Commission supports "a
complete federal takeover of inspection and certification

of grains being loaded for export at U.S. ports... The
state agency, made up of six elected farmer. memb~rs
and an appointed chairman, passed a resolution asking
that the USDA be made "responsible for determining
the correct grade of export grain as well as for certifying
that weights are correct and that ships' holds are
properly cleaned."
.
.
The action is in response to developing scandals m
the private grain inspection stations in such ports as
New Orleans.
Wheat Commission Administrator Mel Maier said the
commission feels that state and private inspection
agencies s hould continue examining grain at interior
points.
.
The commission's position will _be submitted to
congressional committees in mid March.

Fewer exports in '76
Officials of the U.S. Department of Agriculture have
predicted a small drop in the price of wheat because
" We still believe that the Russians will be back to buy
grain but that the_purchases will be corn,'' according to
Richard Bell, assistant secretary of agriculture.
The department has cut its predictions of 1976 wheat
exports to 1. 7 to 1.32 billion bushels, a drop of 25 to 75
million bushels from previous estimates.
Bell said the Soviet Union may choose to buy small
amounts of wheat for export before October, 1976, when
a long term grain sale agreement requiring purchases of
at least six million tons goes into effect.
That
agreement prohibits Soviet purchases of more than
eight million tons without U.S. governme nt approval.
Larger sales may come after October, when the U.S.
harvest is finished.
Bell said the department has bee n encouraging the
Soviets to buy American wheat in order to stabilize
grain prices here.

City gardens
Fargoans will be able to garden on land owned by the
city's park board. The board approved requests from
the First National Bank and Trust Company and the
Urban 4-H Department of Cass County for use of park
lands for garden plots. The bank will lease 10 to 15
acres of land for approximately 550 garden plots for use
by the public. Urban 4-H will lease enoug h land for

about 130 plots.

Minimum wage
for migrants
Minnesota' s House of Representatives has approved
a mea-sure g uaranteeing migrant sugar beet field
workers a minimum wage. The bill sets piece rates of
S26 per acre for hoeing and St 7 per acre for weeding in
fields where rows are 20 to 27 inches apart. Lower rates
would apply in fields with wider rows, higher rates in
those with narrower row~. About 5.000 migrant workers
travel to work in the beet fields of Minnesota' s Red
River Valley. A s ubstantial number of migrants also
work on North Dakota's share of the valley. This state
has no minimum wage law for migrant workers.

Meat production drops
Red meat production in North Dakota fell about
39,000 pounds in January, according to the Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service. Total commerical production that month was 15.9 million pounds--up four per
cent from January 1975.
The dressed weight h
equivalent to livewcight of 28.3 million
pounds.
Slaughter of cattle accounted for 27.8 million pounds of
the liveweight processed.
Hogs slaug hter totaled
412 ,000 pounds liveweight. An estimated 25,500 head
of cattle weighing an average of 1,093 pounds were

slaughtered. Hogs slaughtered averaged 229 pounds
and totaled 1,800 head.

Lower costs- lower prices
The U.S. Department of Agriculture' s Economic
Research Service reports that agricultural supplies will
be more readily available and lower in cost this year
than a year ago.
" Fertilizer prices are off sharply from a year ago,
pesticide prices are generally holding and fu~I ~~ts
have edged down slightly since fall, " the ERS said m 1t_s
Agricultural Outlook analysis. "Credit will also be a bit
cheaper as interest rates on non-real estate farm loans
are well under ~arly 1975."
Despite the lower prices for farm supplies farmers
will be pressed this year, however. Prices for cattle and
most grains are sharply lower than during peak farm
price periods of the past two years.

Land prices rise
Land values in North Dakota have risen more rapidy
than those in any other state. Between November 1974
and November 1975 the average value of the state' s
farmland rose 27 per cent. Nationwide, the increase
was 12 per cent. In eight ~ears since 1967, average land
values in the state have nsen 290 per cent.
According to North Dakota State University' s Richard
Carkner, who conducted the study, the rapid incre~s~s
may be due to "underprising in terms of pr_o duchv1ty
compared to other states" a nd ' 'the expandmg urban
influence on land values."
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This cartoon appeared In the
Non-Partisan Leader Feb. 21,
1921, with the caption , 'Pu:zile.'
The Leader challenged
Its

readers, "Flnd the man Inter~
ested ln seelna; this argument
kept up."

-

- - - --------North Dakota's Industrial Commission
members, Attorney General Allen Olson,
Agriculture Commissioner Myron J ust and
Gov. Arthur U nk, lis te n lo proposals from a
farmer's steering committee before giving
approval to the State MJJI and Elevator to
enter the grain export business.
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The law's
on their side
The North Dakota Century Code provides:

State elevator into exports
The North Dakota Mill and Elevator will begin
offering farmers a contract to commit their 1975 wheat
to a North Dakota Wheat Pool. The contracts are being
readied at a Bowman, N.D., print shop and the North
Dakota Farmer Steering Committee, which designed the

pool concept, has scheduled meetings in each of the
state's six wheat commission districts to explain the
operation of the pool to interested farmers.
The mill and elevator, which is owned by the state,
was authorized to begin gathering the pool at a meeting
of the North Dakota Industrial Commission March 4. In
a unanimous vote, the commission directed the mill
and elevator to cooperate with the Farmers Steering
Committee. The committee hopes to get farmers to
commit 20 percent of the 1975 crop remaining in their
bins to an export pool to be managed by the mill.
The state owned mill was opened in 1921 after the
NonPartisan Legaue, a farmers political movement,
gained control of the state's government. Enabling
legislation establishing the mill provided for establishment of ··exchanges. bureaus. markets and agencies
ithin and with.ou t the tat ~ includi
fo reign
countrf , -on cit terms and conditions and under '$Uch
rules and regulations as the (industrial) commission
may determine."
Agriculture Commissioner Myron Just, who made the
motion to direct the mill's cooperation with the farmer's
group (of which Just is also a member), said the action
would complete the role founders of the mill envisioned
for it.
A statement issued on behalf of the committee by
Deputy Agriculture Commissioner Henrik Voldal,
another committee member 1 called the Industrial
Commission's action "a step toward the fulfillment of
the dream farmers had back in 1919 when they created
the North Dakota Mill and Elevator."
Attorney General Allen I. Olson seconded Just's
motion and read the state law establishing the mill and
elevator to the commission. The commission's third
member is Gov. Arthur A. Link who voted for the
motion.
The aciion highlighb a winter.Jong effort by farmers
to dramatize falling grain prices. In addition to the
formulation of a direct export pool, the effort has
included a 10-day symbolic grain holding action and a
series of grain price meetings across the state.
The farmers hope that the beginning of a direct
export system will allow them to realize higher prices
for their production by shipping premium grains on a
quality.guaranteed basis.
The motion passed by the Industrial Commission
directs the mill and elevator "to participate in a grain
pooling effort for the marketing of North Dakota
farmers' grain" and to "cooperate with the North
Dakota Farmers Steering Committee and country
elevators to seek commitments of wheat and durum
under contract."
The farmers group has drafted a contract which the
Industrial Commission approved in principal.
The
document was sent to a Washington, D.C. attorney for a
ruling on its anti-trust implications. The attorney
general's office and Mill and Elevator Manager Sam
Kuhl inssited on the ruling.
The contract provides that the mill and elevator may
judge on April 30 whether commitments by farmers are
sufficient for the mill to enter the export market. If they
are not, the mill's management reserves the authority to
reject all of the contracts for pooling offered it by
farmers and local elevators.
"If that happens, we won't have a pool," Jdst said.
Farmers Committee Chairman Jim Molzahn of New
England joined Just in calling the Industrial Commission's action ''historic."
"We've seen history moving here today," Molzahn
told the commission after the vot~.

Attorney General Olson said he beli;ved the decision
to go ahead with the pool was the second of three steps
in the farmers grain price action.
The first, he said, was the initial series of meetings;
the third will be farmer sign.ups for the pool.
Here is how the pooling plan would work:
A farmer would commit any portion of his 1975
production he chooses-but a minimum of 500 bushels·-to
a local elevator.
Any local elevator could participate in the pool.
Grain would be inspected for dockage and for protein
content and stored at the local elevator.
The farmer would be paid SI.OS per bushel as an
intial payment. The amount is 70 percent of the current
U.S. government loan price of wheat.
"
The mill and elevator would make the initial payment
to farmers from funds loaned to it by the Bank of North
Dakota. another state institution. The money would be
available at 4.5 to S percent annual interest, Bank
President Herbert Thorndahl said.
The mill and elevator would seek foreign sales. If one
were consummated, the mill would inspect its records to
fi nd which lcx:al elevator" had whea t of the quality
needed to fu lfi ll the commitment. Th.i.t would be called
up and delivered either directly to the mill or to an
export facility.
When the sale was made, each far mer would be paid
for his proportionate share of the pool's grain. At the
end of the pooling year, each farmer would receive his
final payment. The farmer's total payment would be
the average pool price.
Storage and handling chare:es would be deducted
from each farmers payment in the proportion his grain
held to the total pool.
The farmers committee has sought funding from the
state's three existing farm organizations without
success. The North Dakota Farmers Union has said that
its affiliated cooperatives "are pools." The Farmers
Union Grain Terminal Association is preparing a
contract for pooling of grain frora1 the 197(:, crop.
The National Farmers Organization. which has
offered farmers contracts to pool grain for several years,
insisted that its approach. which depends on the
privately owned grain trade, is a better one.
The North Dakota Farm Bureau has never endorsed
the concept of pooling. Its president, Francis Simmers
of Jamestown, has argued that the idea cannot work.
The steering committee approached the North Dakota
Wheat Commission, a state agency which is funded by
checkoffs on each bushel of wheat sold in the state, as
well. The commission agreed to underwrite the cost of
printing the farmer's contract as an administi-ative
expense--but stipulated that the cost must not exceed
52,000.
Some farmers have threatened to take advantage of a
section of North Dakota law which mandates refunds of
the checkoff on demand. The refunds, they suggested,
could be sent to the steering committee.
Although members of the committee, who were
elected at grain prices meetings in Carrington and
Jamestown in January, were elated by the Industrial
Commission's action, they hesitated to ca11 their efforts
totally successful.
"The hardest work lies ahead," Molzahn told
committee members at a meeting in Bismarck March
11. "Now we've got to go out and sell the contract."
That involves contacting as many of the state's 32,CK>O
farmers as possible. This is the work that is to begin at
meetings throughout the state next week.
In his statement, Voldal warned farmers, "This is
going to take time and a great deal of effort on the part
of all of us if we are to make this work to the benefit of
North Dakota and North Dakota farmers. We must not
become too impatient if it doesn't happen at once. The
important thing is that we are moving in the right
direction and that we have started."

M ike Jacobs

54-18-02. North Dakota mill and elevator association .
-·For the purpose of encouraging and promoting
agriculture, commerce, and industry, the state of North
Dakota shall engage in the business of manufacturing
and marketing farm products. For that purpose it shall
establish a system of warehouses, elevators, flour
mills, factories. plants, machinery and equipment,
owned. controlled, and operated by it under the name of
North Dakota mill and elevator assocication.
The
business of the association, in addition to other matters
specified in this chapter, may include anything that
any private individual or corporation lawfully may do in
conducting a similar business except as restricted by the
provisions of this chapter. In the creation of the North
Dakota mill and elevator association. it is the intention
of the legislative assembly that all acts of the
association shall be the acts of the state of North Dakota
functioning in its sovereign and governmentalt capacity.
The North Dakota mill and elevator association is not a
separate agency of the sovereign power, but is the state
itself functioning.
54-18-03. Industrial commission to operate asaoclatlon--Place of buslness--Rules made by commission.-·
the industrial commission shall:
1. Operate. manage, and control the association;
2. Locate and maintain its places of business of which
the principal place shall be within the state; and
3. Make and enforce orders, rules, regulations, and
bylaws for the transaction of its business.
54-18-04.
Powers and duties of commission In
operating mill and elevator association.-·To accomplish
the purposes of this chapter, the industrial commission
shall acquire by purchase, lease, or by exercise of the
right of eminent domain. all necessary property or
property rights and may:
1. Construct,
remodel, or repair all necessary
buildings;
2. Purchase, lease, construct, or otherwise acquire
warehouses. elevators, flour mills, factories, offices,
plants. machinery, equipment, and all other things
necessary, incidental, or convenient in the manufacturing and marketing of all kinds of raw and finished farm
products within or without the state;
3. Dispose of all kinds of raw and finished farm
products;
4. Buy, manufacture, store, mortgage, pledge, sell,
exchange, or otherwise acquire or dispoi,e of all kinds of
manufactured and raw farm and food products and
by-products; and
S. For the purpose of acquiring or disposing of all
kinds of manufactured farm and fooct products and
by-products, establish and operate exchanges. bureaus.
markeis, and -agencies, within or without the state,
including foreign countries. on such terms and
conditions and under such rules and regulations as the
commission may determine.
54-18-05. Manager and employees of 115SOClatlon--lndustrlal commission to appolnt--Compensatlon.·-The
industrial commission shall obtain such assistance as in
its judgement may be necessary for the establishment,
maintenance, and operation of the association. To that
end it shall appoint a manager and may appoint such
subordinate officers and employees as it may judge
expedient. ~It may constitute such manager its general
agent. in respect to the functions of the association, but
subject nevertheless. in such agency, to the supervision,
limitation, and control of the commission. It shall
employ such contractors, architects, builders, attorneys, clerks, accountants, and other experts. agents.
and servants as in the judgment of the commission the
interests of the state may require, and shall define the
duties, designate the titles. and fix the compensation
and bonds of all such persons so engaged.
54-18-06. Manager shall appoint necessary employees.--Subject to the control and regulation of the
industrial commission, the manager of the association
shall appoint and employ such deputies and other
subordinates, and such contractors, architects, builders,
attorneys, clerks, accountants and other experts,
agents, and servants as he shall find required by the
interests of the association.

Industrial Commission
directs state mill
to cooperate with farmers
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Water
The Dole

North Dakota's
Indian tribes
clahn the water on and paulna
by their reaervatlona. Their cue
was eloquently pat by Carl
Whitman, Jr. See paae
lO
On that paae, too, you'll ftnd a
report oa the emerging Interest
In nual water 1ystems.

Tom Kleppe
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probably lltlle appnclated. partly
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Grain
The North Dakota ladaatrlal
CommlHlon ha• dlreeted the
state owned IDIU and elevator to
cooperate with farmen wlle hope
to eater the e port market
dueqh a North Dakota Wheat
tbe farmen have be·
aan c1rc111at1n1 a poo1111g aaree·
ment. We have a report...paae

Pool-·-
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